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ABSTRACT 
 

This dissertation investigates and describes the concept of precision medicine from 

historical, conceptual, capital investment, industry strategic, regulatory oversight, and 

medicalization perspectives.  The study examines the various current and ongoing 

challenges, impacts, assimilations, and actual adaptive measures occurring within each of 

these areas as a result of the emergence and continued evolution of precision medicine as 

a medical discipline, as well as the technosocial advancements characteristic of precision 

medical products, such as companion diagnostics and targeted therapeutics, seeking market 

entry in the United States.  The dissertation argues that there is a disjunction between 

precision medicine and historical governance, oversight, and medical practice mechanisms.  

Through case studies of two case products, Foundation Medicine’s F1CDx companion 

diagnostic and Novartis’ Kymriah CAR-T Cell therapeutic, the dissertation illustrates the 

impacts, destabilization and destandardization effects, and re-standardization efforts 

around a precision medicine diagnostic and therapy.   As a central contribution, this 

dissertation demonstrates and illustrates the impact(s) that precision medicinal 

technologies are having on the technoscientific network involved in the creation, 

development, evaluation, governance, and implementation of medical products in the 

United States.  Results revealed an emerging precision medical innovation model between 

and among member components of a precision medical ecosystem comprised of the above-

mentioned focal areas and that, to fully understand the emerging precision medical 

innovation model, it is critical to understand not only the impacts of precision medical 

technologies on the individual components of the precision medicine ecosystem, but also  
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the impacts, adaptations, assimilations, and occlusions inherent to the ecological relations 

within and across the ecosystem itself.  Findings include the destabilization of the 

traditional drug development process across all stakeholder areas, characterized by the 

development of non-linear adaptive processes at both the premarket and post-market 

phases.  Although the findings from this study are significant, it is likely that they are 

temporary in nature and will continue to evolve in accordance with the further advancement 

of precision medicine, ultimately re-stabilizing the precision medical development 

ecosystem. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

 

On January 10, 1901, an enormous geyser of oil exploded from a drilling site at Spindletop 

Hill (see Figure 1), a mound created by an underground salt deposit located near Beaumont 

in Jefferson County, southeastern Texas (History, 2019).  

 

Figure 1: Spindletop Oil Geyser 

 

 

Reaching a height of more than 150 feet and producing close to 100,000 barrels a day, the 

“gusher” was more powerful than any previously seen in the world. A booming oil industry 

soon emerged around the oil field at Spindletop (see Figure 2), and many of the major 

oil companies in America, including Gulf Oil, Texaco, and Exxon, can trace their origins 
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to this location (History, 2019).  This event is credited with launching America’s oil boom 

and transforming the energy industry in the United States. 

 

Figure 2:  Spindletop-October 1902 

 

 

 

 
Similar to the alacrity that ensued following the Spindletop geyser, in 2000 President 

Clinton, along with NIH Director Dr. Francis Collins, announced the successful sequencing 

of the human genome, which indicated the successful culmination of the Human Genome 

Project (HGP).  This monumental accomplishment was enabled by advances in DNA 

sequencing technology that allowed data production to far exceed the original description 

of Sanger sequencing (Sanger, Nicklen, and Coulson, 1977).  In doing so, they spoke to 

the enormous promise such advancements held for the treatment and potential eradication 

of the most devastating diseases of our time.  Just as the Spindletop geyser impacted the 

American energy industry, this event served as an inflection point for the medical and 

biomedical research communities.  Such an accomplishment has led to unprecedented 
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advancements in the areas of next generation DNA high throughput sequencing, making it 

possible to delineate genetic variances and molecular aberrations consistent with the 

presence of and susceptibility to diseases.  What emerged is the nascent field of precision 

medicine, carrying the promise that a person’s medical care can one day be tailored to their 

individual needs based upon data gathered through the sequencing of their genetic 

information and the subsequent delineation of molecular aberrations consistent with one’s 

individual instance of illness or disease. 

 

More than two decades have passed since President Clinton’s announcement and genetic 

sequencing technologies have become more efficient, readily accessible within the 

scientific community, and cost effective.  As Collins stated, now “the challenge is to deliver 

the benefits of this work to patients” (Hamburg and Collins 2010).  According to the FDA 

(2019), precision medicine involves aligning the right drugs or treatments with the right 

patient, based on a genetic or molecular understanding of their disease. The idea behind 

this concept is that one personʼs disease isnʼt the same as someone else who seemingly has 

the same disease.    

 

Genetic attributes inherited by an individual and influenced by their environment can 

impact health, disease symptomatology, and the efficacy of treatments. Precision medicine 

attempts to understand more about how such variations in our genes, proteins, and other 

factors influence our health and response to medical interventions.  This approach has been 
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enabled by technoscientific developments in sequencing technologies, analytics, and 

scalability from DNA strand to genomic level interrogation. 

 

DNA Sequencing 

The advancements discussed by President Clinton and Dr. Collins in 2000 were predicated 

by genetic discoveries that occurred several decades earlier.  Frederick Sanger's studies of 

insulin first demonstrated the importance of sequence in biological macromolecules and, 

in 1953, James Watson and Francis Crick reported the discovery of the DNA double helix, 

the molecule that carries genetic information from one generation to the other, and that 

genes are made up of, deoxyribo-nucleic-acid (DNA).  Fifteen years elapsed between 

Watson and Crick’s discovery of the DNA double helix and the first experimental 

determination of a DNA sequence, reported by Sinsheimer to be the genome of 

bacteriophage X174 (1959).  

The next major discovery, leading to the eventual path of DNA sequencing, was the 

discovery of type II restriction enzymes by Hamilton Smith and his colleagues. In addition, 

it was soon found that enzymes recognizing many different sequences could be identified 

by screening bacterial strains (Middleton, Edgell, & Hutchison, 1972). The restriction 

enzymes provided a method for cutting a large DNA molecule into a number of smaller 

pieces that could be separated by size using gel electrophoresis. These pieces had specific 

ends that could function as starting points for the sequencing methods that developed over 

the next few years. 
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Unlike amino acid sequences of proteins, the DNA sequence of the X genome could be 

interpreted to tell a fascinating story based upon interpretation of the sequence in terms of 

the genetic code (Barrell & Hutchison, 1976). Analysis of mutations in genes identified by 

traditional phage genetics, combined with amino acid sequence information for protein 

components of the X virion, allowed phage genes to be located on the DNA sequence. For 

the first time translation of a DNA sequence in all possible reading long open reading 

frames that could be assigned to genes identified by traditional genetic methods. And, most 

surprising, it was clear that significant portions of the genome were translated in more than 

one reading frame to produce two different protein products. According to Barrell and 

Hutchison, these pairs of ‘overlapping genes’ had not been detected by recombination 

mapping of the X genome, but their existence was indisputable when the sequence was 

analyzed in light of genetic and protein sequence information (1976). 

Bioinformatics 

Beginning with the X genome, the management and analysis of sequencing data became, 

and continues to be, a major undertaking. The original X genome data was contained in the 

notebooks of nine different workers each concerned with particular portions of the 

molecule (Smith & McCallum, 1977). Smith and McCallum wrote the first programs to 

help with the compilation and analysis of DNA sequence data in COBOL by transcribing 

manually deduced sequences onto paper forms, which were entered on punched cards 

(1977).    
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Subsequently, and with the proliferation of DNA sequence data, came the need for a DNA 

sequence database. Margaret Dayhoff was the early pioneer in this area. She had previously 

established a protein sequence database and published the first collection of nucleotide 

sequencing information in 1981 (Dayhoff, Schwartz, Chen, Hunt, Barker, & Orcutt, 1981). 

Shortly thereafter, GenBank was created by the NIH to provide a ‘timely, centralized, 

accessible repository for genetic sequences’ (Bilofsky, Burks, Fickett, Goad, Lewitter,  

Rindone, Swindell & Tung, 1986). 

 

As the sequence databases grew, methods to compare and align sequences soon became a 

rate-limiting step in the analysis of sequence data. The development of rapid search 

programs such as FASTA (Pearson & Lipman, 1988) and BLAST (Altschul, Gish, Miller, 

Myers, Lipman, 1990) made it practical to identify genes in a new sequence by comparison 

to all sequences already in the databases. 

 
The Human Genome 

Eventual sequencing of the human genome became an imaginable goal at the outset of the 

sequencing era over 30 years ago. In 1990, the U.S. Department of Energy and National 

Institutes of Health presented a joint 5-year US Human Genome Project plan to Congress.  

The U.S. Human Genome Project established goals of mapping, and in some cases 

sequencing, several model organisms as well as humans. These included E. coli, yeast (S. 

cerevisiae), the worm (C. elegans), drosophila (D. melanogaster) and mouse (laboratory 

strains of Mus domesticus).  It was estimated that the project would take 15 years and cost 

approximately 3 billion U.S. dollars. 
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Concurrently, under the guidance of President Dr. J. Craig Venter, Celera Corporation was 

performing human genome sequencing using the Whole Genome Shotgun WGS) strategy. 

The WGS approach involves the whole genome being separated into millions of fragments, 

which are sequenced individually and reassembled to produce a series of sequence 

“scaffolds”.  This approach was used to sequence several genomes. 

Human genome sequencing began in September 1999 and continued until June 2000, when 

data collection was completed and an initial assembly was achieved. Sequencing of the 

human genome captured public attention in a way that is extremely rare for a scientific 

topic. Several books for the general public have centered around the ‘race’ for the human 

genome sequence (Wickelgren, 2002). Leaders of the public and the private projects have 

even published books describing events from their own personal perspectives. 

Next Generation Sequencing 

In the years that followed, methods emerged that challenged the supremacy of the previous 

dideoxy method. These methods are commonly called Next Generation Sequencing (NGS).  

A significant feature of NGS methods is that they are characterized as ‘massively parallel’, 

meaning that the number of sequence reads from a single experiment is vastly greater than 

those of prior methods.   That being said, this very high throughput is achieved with 

substantial sacrifices in length and accuracy of the individual reads when compared to 

Sanger sequencing. Nonetheless, assemblies of such data can be highly accurate because 

of the high degree of sequence coverage obtainable. The methods are designed for projects 

that employ the whole genome sequencing approach and are most readily applied to 
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resequencing, in which sequence data is aligned with a reference genome sequence in order 

to look for differences from that reference.  The continued emergence of NGS technologies 

makes it possible to analyze massive amounts of data in a matter of seconds or minutes, 

instead of days or weeks as in the past.  It is this type of efficiency that has provided the 

medical community with optimism that incorporation of genetic and genomic information 

into medical practice may, in fact, be achievable and cost effective.   

Project Overview 

My research focused on the complex sociotechnical intersection of precision medical 

technologies, regulatory processes, capital structures, methods of governance, and patient-

consumers. Specifically, I utilized science and technology studies concepts such as 

bioconstitutionalism, actor network theory, biocapitalism, and co-production to augment 

my understanding, conceptualization, and theorize the challenges and ongoing adaptive 

measures being implemented by various precision medical stakeholders surrounding risk, 

investment, capital structures, regulatory science, medicalization, and governance of 

precision medical technologies deliberated and considered for release into the U.S. market.  

As I will present in this dissertation, these focal areas represent a precision medical 

ecosystem comprised of interdependent essential components within which novel 

therapeutics and diagnostics are created, validated, tested, evaluated, and ultimately 

approved for market.   

 

This project sought to capture and theorize the implications for patients and society in the 

context of a co-produced complex technoscientific regime comprised of regulatory, 
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governance structures, and ethical doctrine surrounding precision medical technologies and 

their approval for marketing in the United States (U.S.).  This approach provides a different 

kind of insight into the field of precision medicine – allowing for an understanding of co-

produced knowledge and adaptive measures within a complex and inter-related 

sociotechnical regulatory, capital, and governance regime in response to technoscientific 

advancements such as NGS, companion diagnostics, and targeted therapeutic compounds.   

 

This dissertation  is not simply concerned with plans, espoused values,  and ideas about the 

field of precision medicine, but also how decisions are actually made in practice with 

regard to investment, risk analysis, and considerations for precision medical technologies 

as they proceed from pre-market application to post-marketing approval by the U.S. Food 

and Drug Administration (FDA).  To address this question, I built my project around two 

case studies for precision medical technologies and their journeys from pre-market 

application to post-market approval, Foundation One’s F1CDx test and Novartis’ Kymriah 

(tisagenlecleucel) gene therapy treatment.  These case studies are relevant to such an 

analysis in that they represent the first products of their kind to seek marketing approval in 

the US.  As such, their transition from pre-market application to post-market approval 

required the co-production and adaptation of approaches toward risk analysis and 

regulation of novel precision-medical technologies, which differ from traditional non-

molecular therapeutic and diagnostic products.   
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Methodology for this project included qualitative methods involving the accession and 

analysis of both primary and secondary sources as a means of describing and analyzing 

regulatory, ethical, and scientific policy aspects of the evolving field of precision 

medicine. Primary sources included archived regulatory submissions, correspondence, 

documentation of deliberations, press releases, and approval documents.  In addition, 

documentation of interviews with the FDA, medical practitioners, technology 

transfer/venture capital firms, and biopharmaceutical and medical device companies are 

included as primary sources.   

 

For the background and overview of precision medicine, I accessed and interrogated 

primary and secondary sources to characterize the construct of precision medicine with 

an in-depth analysis of what constitutes a disease in the precision medicine era, how 

treatments can be tailored to patients and their individual instances of disease, and sources 

of knowledge development and mobilization.  Primary sources include regulatory, 

governance, and policy-related documentation from the FDA, NIH, and National Science 

Foundation (NSF).  Secondary sources include current STS scholarship, as well as journal 

articles and publications relevant to the precision medical field. 

 

For the F1CDx test case study, primary sources include Foundation One’s Summary of 

Safety and Effectiveness application to the FDA, as well as FDA labeling, fact sheets,  

premarket approval letter, product classification, approval letter, press releases, and other 

archived documents.  Objectives associated with the review and analysis of the F1CDx 
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test include the description and delineation of the product and its regulatory review and 

approval process, including applicable historical and exploratory governance policies (as 

applicable) allowing for its market approval and risk analysis deliberations vis-a-vis 

clinical efficacy warranting U.S. market approval.  My analysis of the F1CDx case study 

sought to address the following questions: 

1. What aspects of the F1CDx test make it applicable to the evolving field of precision 

medicine and its new taxonomy of disease? 

2. What aspects of the F1CDx test make it relevant to precision medicine’s espoused 

promise to provide the right treatment to the right patient at the right time? 

3. What is the development and regulatory approval process for F1CDx and similar 

technologies? 

4. What governance structures, civic epistemologies, capital structures, policies, and 

actions played a role in the development of a complex technoscientific review and 

approval regime, rendering it capable of evaluating and approving such a 

technology?  

5. Whose well-being is being prioritized or invoked in the creation of such knowledge 

and risk/benefit analysis from this regime and what bioconstitutional consequences 

emerge as a result of such knowledge mobilization? 

6. What theoretical frameworks and implications lend themselves to the analysis of 

these technologies and their impacts on the co-production of knowledge, process, 

and biosociality? 
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For the Kymriah (tisagenlecleucel) case study, primary sources included Novartis’ 

Biologics License Application (BLA), information requests, risk evaluation and mitigation 

strategies, meeting proceedings, approval letters, and other archived documents.   

Objectives associated with the review and analysis of Kymriah included the description 

and delineation of the product and its regulatory review and approval process, including 

applicable historical and exploratory governance policies (as applicable) allowing for its 

market approval and risk analysis deliberations vis a vis clinical efficacy warranting U.S. 

market approval.  Similar to F1CDx, my analysis of the Kymriah case study sought to 

address the following questions: 

 

1. What aspects of Kymriah make it applicable to the evolving field of precision 

medicine and its new taxonomy of disease? 

2. What aspects of Kymriah make it relevant to precision medicine’s espoused 

promise to provide the right treatment to the right patient at the right time? 

3. What is the development and regulatory approval process for F1CDx and similar 

technologies? 

4. What governance structures, civic epistemologies, capital structures, policies, and 

actions played a role in the development of a complex technoscientific review and 

approval regime, rendering it capable of evaluating and approving such a 

technology?  
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5. Whose well-being is being prioritized or invoked in the creation of such knowledge 

and risk/benefit analysis from this regime and what bioconstitutional consequences 

emerge as a result of such knowledge mobilization? 

6. What theoretical frameworks and implications lend themselves to the analysis of 

these technologies and their impacts on the co-production of knowledge, process, 

and biosociality? 

 

I also provide a description of the similarities and differences of the regulatory, scientific 

policy, and ethical considerations related to the market approval processes for both 

F1CDx and Kymriah.  Such comparisons include STS framework characterization and 

analyses.  To assist with this process, I drew upon salient STS scholarship, theorists, 

frameworks, and writings. Examples of such frameworks include biocapital (Sunder 

Rajan), bioconstitutionalism (Jasanoff), and actor network theory (Latour). 

 

For my capital structures analysis, I identified and interviewed a prominent university-

based technology-transfer office and venture capital firm.  In doing so, I sought to 

evaluate the processes and decision points they assess when considering issues like 

potential return on investment, market valuation, and their associated invest or decline 

decision points as they relate to medical technologies.  I also presented the construct of 

precision medicine and asked them to describe the impact(s) such technologies have had 

on the above-mentioned funding evaluation process.  Specific questions addressed were 

the following: 
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1. What attributes, return on investment opportunities, or potential market value 

characteristics do you seek to identify when considering providing capital 

investment in medical technologies and interventions? 

2. How have those attributes changed or been impacted by the emergence of 

precision medical therapeutics and diagnostics and how are such products 

evaluated differently than traditional medical products when considering capital 

investment? 

 

The central aim of this dissertation was to illuminate, understand and offer novel insight 

into the impacts of precision medical technologies as they relate to the co-production of  

real adaptive mechanisms within governance structures, the practice of medicine, capital 

investment, and the resulting bioconstitutional, and biocapital frameworks through which 

patients, practitioners, regulators, and investors interact with such technologies.  The 

overarching question for this project can be summarized as the following:  What 

assimilations, occlusions, or adaptations have been co-produced or occurred 

secondary to the emergence of precision medical technologies with respect to patients, 

medicalization, regulatory processes, and investors (e.g. venture capitalists)?   This is 

to say that there is a disjunction between precision medicine and historical governance, 

oversight, and medical practice mechanisms.  As a result, and as a means of illumination, 

I used theoretical concepts/frameworks as necessary and appropriate to describe the 

different elements at work in the effort to navigate this disjunction. 
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Given this immense potential ascribed to precision medicine and its promise to facilitate a 

new era of medicine, my research examines and interrogates the manners and methods 

through which precision medical technologies are being incorporated into the 

technoscientific regime of medical product development, evaluation, and market entry 

within the United States, unifying factors of these components, and the downstream 

impact(s) on the healthcare system in the United States.  That is, the central contribution 

of this dissertation is the demonstration and illustration of the impact(s) that precision 

medicinal technologies are having on the technoscientific network involved in the creation, 

development, evaluation, governance, and implementation of medical products considered 

for market approval in the United States.  Further, this dissertation demonstrates that that 

such products are necessarily impacting both the pre-market and post-market phases and 

the manner and methods through which such products are considered for investment by 

venture capital funding, the ways in which biopharmaceutical and medical device 

companies are configuring their business models, the manner in which the FDA identifies 

with risk when considering such products for market approval, and the downstream 

physician-patient relationship.   

 

Each of the above-mentioned areas is representative of an individual component of a larger, 

inter-connected precision medical ecosystem characterized by critical contributions from 

each of the components, without which precision medical advancements are not possible.  

As such, the assimilative and adaptive measures of precision medical technologies are not 

limited to the respective individual components of the precision medical ecosystem, but 
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also the ecological relations within the ecosystem itself, and the manner in which it 

approaches, and collectively confronts, such technologies.  In the upcoming chapters, this 

dissertation addresses the specific impacts within each of these essential components, their 

unifying factors, and the  overarching impacts, interactions, and adaptations being 

implemented by the precision medical ecosystem as a whole.  

 

In summary, in the upcoming chapters I will guide the reader through the concept of 

precision medicine as a practice, including facilitative advancements and historical 

milestones.  In addition, I present the two case studies interrogated in support of this 

dissertation as means of exemplification and validation of findings.  I will also present the 

reader with in-depth actual examples of impacts and adaptive measures occurring within 

the precision medical premarket product development, validation and deliberative 

processes, and transition to post-market implementation.   Lastly, I will summarize research 

results, implications, driving factors, and takeaways to provide a comprehensive analysis 

of the current and ongoing impacts, adaptations, and occlusions associated with the 

continued advancement of precision medicine within each of the aforementioned focal 

areas, as well as broad adaptations and measures being undertaken by the precision medical 

ecosystem as a whole in order to advance precision medical products from development to 

market. 
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Chapter 2 – Background, Overview, and Challenges of Precision Medicine 

Similar to the Pasteurian experiments of the 1800’s, the growth of DNA sequencing has 

largely been contingent upon the development of an actor network, able to assign a value 

to its possibilities.  As Latour characterized, “Give me a lab and I shall raise the world” 

(Latour, 1988).  Pasteurian “applications” were “diffused”, as we say, only if it were 

previously possible to create in situ the conditions of a laboratory” (Latour, 1988).  But, 

for Pasteurians, “if these applications were to spread (to) the operating room, the hospital, 

the physician’s office, the wine grower’s winery, they had to be endowed with a 

laboratory” (Latour, 1988).  This paradigm is not exclusive to vaccine research.  The same 

scenario exists for DNA sequencing as well.  That is, if DNA sequencing and precision 

medicine are to succeed in their goal to usher in a new era of medicine, one in which 

unforeseen treatments and curative potential are not merely potentialities, but expectations, 

their adoption and assimilation will need to occur within multiple settings required to 

transition such technologies from laboratories to patients and back.  Specifically, there have 

been transformative discoveries in laboratories over the past few decades but, in order for 

sequencing to gain large scale acceptance and application throughout the medical, 

regulatory, and pharmaceutical/biotech communities, they must first be empowered by the 

presence of a macroscale laboratory comprised of physician scientists, biotechnology 

companies, big pharma, insurance providers, regulatory agencies, politicians, and the 

public.  All of these actors serve to create a network of stakeholders surrounding DNA 

sequencing technology and they collectively hold the power to transform the construct of 

medicine in modernity.  This is to say, recent biomedical research breakthroughs, including 
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the sequencing of the human genome and a deeper understanding of the molecular 

underpinnings of disease, have the potential to transform the taxonomy and manner in 

which we understand disease, as well as the practice of medicine. One of the most profound 

changes to medicine is the movement toward tailored therapeutics, or precision medicine. 

Precision medicine therefore has the potential to optimize targeted delivery and dosing of 

treatments so patients can receive the most benefit with the least amount of risk, cutting 

out the difficulties of the current trial-and-error process many patients endure to find the 

correct drug at the correct dose to treat a condition.  For DNA sequencing, precision 

medicine is tantamount to Pasteur’s Pouilly-le-Fort1.  To expand upon this theme, in 

subsequent chapters I will describe in detail the impact that precision medicine is having 

on these aforementioned actors and stakeholders, as each represents an integral aspect of 

the precision medical ecosystem. 

Precision medicine is concurrently a subject of immense public, scientific, and political 

interest, as well as considerable confusion and divergence regarding the exact 

manifestation of the practice.  Is precision medicine the practice of correlating current and 

future therapeutic compounds with genetic variances identified through pharmacogenomic 

or pharmacogenetic tests, thereby retrofitting medications to genetic information?  Or, in 

contrast, is precision medicine the practice of developing therapeutic compounds based 

upon prospectively gathered data revealing the genomic profile of an individual patient and 

well as the homogenous and heterogenous properties of their disease?  Regardless of the 

 
1 Pouilly-le-Fort is a French village in the municipality of Vert-Saint-Denis, famous for serving as the 
location of Louis Pasteur’s anthrax experiments with sheep.  
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manifestation, there are challenges associated with the implementation of precision 

medicine into medical practice.   

It is known that all disease has a genetic basis, whether in genes inherited by the affected 

individual, environmentally induced genetic changes that produce a cancer, or the genes of 

a pathogen and their interaction with those of the infected individual.  Sequencing of a 

patients DNA, as well as all major pathogens, is beginning to have a major impact on the 

diagnosis, treatment and prevention of diseases.  For the purposes of this dissertation, we 

will consider precision medicine to be a medical intervention (e.g. drug) that is predicated 

by the performance of a companion diagnostic (CoDx), revealing a particular genetic 

variance that corresponds to the ability of the therapeutic agent to act upon the identified 

molecular aberration.   

Modern medicine is at an inflection point secondary to technological advancements in the 

evolving field of precision medicine.  These technologies are the downstream result of 

decades of research into the genetic profile of plants, animals, humans, and disease.  

Concurrent with such advancements and dovetailing into the political aspirations regarding 

the potential impact of precision medicine, the medical community in the United States, 

has been confronted with assimilating precision medical practice into its historic 

architectural underpinnings concerning both disease characterization and therapeutic 

intervention. 
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What is a Disease? 

One area of impact that precision medicine is having within the medical community is what 

constitutes a disease in a post-genomic era.  That is, advancements in the areas of NGS and 

the information yielded by such processes have had an impact on the public’s 

understanding of disease, as well as the medical and scientific community seeking to 

develop a greater understanding of disease and provide ethical and efficacious medical 

care.  In 2011, the National Research Council (NRC) released its vision of a new 

understanding and taxonomy of disease, in their report entitled Toward Precision 

Medicine: Building a Knowledge Network for Biomedical Research and a New Taxonomy 

of Disease.   According to the NRC, “the rise of data-intensive biology, advances in 

information technology and changes in the way health care is delivered have created a 

compelling opportunity to improve the diagnosis and treatment of disease by developing a 

Knowledge Network, and associated New Taxonomy, that would integrate biological, 

patient, and outcomes data on a scale hitherto beyond our reach” (National Research 

Council, 2011, p. 19).  This is to say that the concept of precision medicine has facilitated 

the development of a complex socio-technical network surrounding human genetic 

information and its characterization of what constitutes a disease.  The result has been a 

disruptive technology for American medicine, pharmaceutical development, and 

regulatory oversight.  Through this technology, DNA sequencing seeks to destandardize 

how we have historically understood and treated the prevalent diseases of our time.  By 

comparison, Cooper reported that the process of destandardization has been perhaps most 
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visible in the invention of recombinant DNA, the technique that is credited with having 

initiated the genetic revolution (2008). Recombinant DNA (or genetic engineering) is a 

method that allows biologists to generalize the processes of bacterial recombination to the 

whole of organic life.  Precision medicine carries with it the same degree of potential for 

destandardization for the understanding and treatment of disease.   

 

Precision medicine can be thought of as the use of genetic, genomic, epigenetic, lifestyle, 

and environmental information in support of a promise that a person’s medical care can 

one day be tailored to their individual needs based upon data gathered through the 

sequencing of their genetic information and the subsequent identification of genetic 

variants consistent with their individual instance of illness or disease.  One realization that 

has emerged as a result of this promise is that diseases, like humans and other living 

organisms, have their own genetic or genomic profiles that can be delineated through 

advanced sequencing technologies.  The World Health Organization distinguishes between 

genetics and genomics in that genetics scrutinizes the functioning and composition of the 

single gene whereas genomics addresses all genes and their inter relationships in order to 

identify their combined influence on the growth and development of the organism (WHO, 

n.d.).   

 

Medical care and the practice of medicine have historically relied upon the presentation of 

symptomatology among patients and traditional diagnostic techniques such as laboratory 

reports from blood draws and diagnostic imaging.  Merriam-Webster defines disease as “a 
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condition of the living animal or plant body or one of its parts that impairs normal 

functioning and is typically manifested by distinguishing signs and symptoms” (Merriam-

Webster, n.d.).  To frame such a construct within the medical profession, Rosenberg states 

that “disease begins with perceived and often physically manifest symptoms. In all those 

centuries before the nineteenth, physicians and their patients had to try to make sense out 

of these symptoms-imposing an array of speculative mechanisms on the otherwise opaque 

body” (Rosenberg, 1989, p.5). 

 

The NRC envisions a “Knowledge Network of Disease and New Taxonomy” characterized 

by the defining and descriptions of disease based upon their intrinsic biology in addition to 

traditional symptomatology and physical presentation by patients (National Research 

Council, 2011).  According to the NRC, the “physical signs and symptoms are the overt 

manifestations of disease observed by physicians and patients. However, symptoms are not 

the best descriptors of disease” (National Research Council, 2011, p. 35).  Per the NRC: 

 

Biology-based indicators of disease such as genetic mutations, marker-protein 

molecules, and other metabolites have the potential to be precise descriptors of 

disease. They can be measured accurately and precisely–be it in the form of a 

standardized biochemical assay or a genetic sequence - thus enabling comparison 

across datasets obtained from independent studies. Particularly when multiple 

molecular indicators are used in combination with conventional clinical, 

histological, and laboratory findings, they offer the opportunity for a more accurate 
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and precise description and classification of disease, particularly (National 

Research Council, 2011, p.36). 

 

This approach suggests the re-characterization and defining of disease from a condition or 

presentation of symptoms by a patient to a stratified classification system comprised of 

individual or groups of molecular markers.  Current molecular markers available to the 

medical and scientific community include its genome, transcriptome, proteome, 

metabolome, lipidome, and epigenome, allowing for the rich molecular characterization of 

patients, even prior to the expression of symptoms in a manner supportive of traditional 

medical diagnosis (National Research Council, 2011).  Such markers are beginning to 

impact the ways in which physicians identify with disease and approach the practice of 

medicine with their patients, which I will expand upon in greater detail in Chapter 4 of this 

dissertation, as a means of characterizing the impacts precision medical technologies are 

having within the medical community. 

 

The Right Treatment at the Right Time 

In January 2015, during his State of the Union Address, President Obama announced the 

formation of the Precision Medicine Initiative to lead a new era of medicine – one that will 

deliver the right treatment, at the right time, for patients. His vision was predicated on, and 

enabled by, the accomplishments in DNA sequencing technology that allowed data 

production to far exceed the original Sanger sequencing (Sanger, Nicklen, and Coulson, 

1977).   
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According to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), “the concept of precision 

medicine is not new:  The practice of medicine has always been about treating each 

individual patient, and clinicians have long observed that different patients respond 

differently to medical interventions” (FDA, 2013, p.4).   

 

Such aspirations and speculative promise are embedded within a highly complex socio-

technical system that, in order to fulfill the vision of precision medicine, requires 

engagement of several components, as follow: 

 Drug and biologics development by pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies 

based upon the collection of biological specimens from patients in the contexts of 

clinical trials or biomedical research studies and subsequent analysis of those 

specimens to identify genetic variants or biomarkers specific to a particular disease. 

 Biomedical research studies conducted by industry, academic medical institutions, 

universities, and independent research institutes to provide in-vitro or in-silico 

analyses of novel compounds and their ability to act upon identified molecular 

targets. 

 Adaptive clinical trial design, refinement, and conduct to determine safety and 

efficacy of novel compounds in an in-vivo setting, validating the viability of the 

target, as well as the tolerability of applicable test articles. 

 Regulatory review and approval by the FDA at both investigational and market 

approval stages to validate findings from pre-clinical and clinical studies.  This step 
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requires the continual advancement and refinement of regulatory scientific 

processes and technology in order to remain in step with the rapid advancements in 

precision medical technology. 

 Medical practice integration of investigational and/or approved therapeutic 

compounds, increasingly reliant upon the ordering of pre-treatment genomic testing 

of patient-specific specimens to delineate the genetic profile(s) of their particular 

instance of disease, interpretation of such findings, and alignment with the 

availability of targeted compounds in the context of clinical trials or treatment of 

patients. 

 Funding mechanisms through federal or private foundation grants, industry-

sponsored clinical trials, and third-party payers to ensure coverage of precision 

medical interventions at both investigational and treatment stages. 

 

Biospecimen Science 

A principal enabling mechanism for the advancement of precision medicine and its 

potential application(s) is the collection, storage, and sequencing of high-quality 

biological specimens, such as residual tumor samples from surgeries and tissue harvested 

prospectively through biopsy procedures, which has served as a catalyst for the 

development and implementation of biorepositories (biobanking) facilities.  In fact, one 

could say that biospecimens are the fuel required to run the engine powering the precision 

medical movement.  The term biobank refers to the organized collection of biological 

samples and the data associated with them (Cambon-Thomsen, 2004).  Biobanking 
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covers collections of plant and animal, including human, specimens. For the purposes of 

this dissertation, I focused on human biobanks.  A human tissue biobank is a 

biorepository that accepts, processes, stores, and distributes biospecimens and associated 

data for use in translational and clinical research, as well as clinical care.  The field of 

biobanking has changed tremendously over the past 30 years and, according to Vaught 

and Lockhart, each year millions of biospecimens are collected for a variety of purposes, 

including basic science research studies, clinical trials, and epidemiology studies (2012). 

This movement started with small, predominantly university-based, repositories that 

were developed for the research needs of specific projects. There gradually evolved 

institutional and government-supported repositories, commercial (for profit) 

biorepositories, population-based biobanks and, most recently, virtual biobanks. The 

data associated with stored biospecimens have increased in complexity from basics, such 

as date of collection and the clinical diagnosis, to extensive information sets including 

many aspects of a donor’s phenotype, now rapidly extending into genetic, proteomic, 

transcriptomic, and other ‘omics’ information.   

 

By the late 1990’s, hundreds of millions of biospecimens were stored in the United States 

in a wide variety of public and private biobanking facilities (Eiseman & Haga, 1999). 

Initially, most of these biospecimens were collected during routine clinical and surgical 

procedures to be used for “future research”. However, in recent years there has been an 

increasing movement by both public and private initiatives in the United States to 

prospectively collect and store biospecimens for defined research purposes, oftentimes 
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with an identified desirable downstream clinical application.   The emergence of 

biorepositories and biobanking as a practice, when coupled with historical and current 

advancements in “omics” sequencing technologies, helped set the stage for the mainstream 

application of precision medical practice.   

 

It is now possible to identify biomarkers corresponding with the susceptibility to disease, 

as well as immunity.  In addition, novel therapeutic agents can be developed to act upon 

genetic variances associated with disease(s), holding the potential to tailor medical 

interventions to an individual’s genetic profile and characteristics of their individual 

disease, thereby reducing side effects and increasing the efficacy of the clinical 

intervention.   

 

To put this movement into context from a biobanking and biospecimen sciences 

perspective, patients are no longer merely a set of acute symptomologies for which 

medical interventions are prescribed.  Rather, precision medicine concurrently re-

characterizes patients as subjects of intervention and objects of information.  This evokes 

Paul Rabinow’s concept of biosociality (Sunder-Rajan, 2007).  That is, disease risk 

equates to a method of self-identification and, in addition to being biosocial, also subjects 

individuals to potentially perpetual therapeutic consumption, turning them into almost 

always already patients‑in‑waiting (Sunder-Rajan, 2007).  Somewhat unique to 

precision medicine, unlike traditional medical practice, is the role that the patient (or 

human subject in the context of research) plays in the development of therapeutic 
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compounds through their contribution of tissue and biological samples in the name of 

research.  Historically, translational science has adhered to the model of developing a 

compound, performing in vitro, in vivo, and human subjects’ research in an effort to 

translate those technologies into human medical application.  In the realm of precision 

medicine, this ‘bench to bedside’ approach is supplanted by a new paradigm in which 

bioinformatic data is generated from patients (via biospecimens) and novel therapeutic 

compounds are developed based upon the information gathered, subjected to analysis, 

and provided back to patients in the form of pharmaceutical or biological agents. This 

scenario establishes patients as both subjects of therapeutic intervention and objects of 

knowledge consumption.  This paradigm is both facilitative and ethically problematic 

because, according to Saha and Hurlbut (2011), “participants provide information or 

tissues with little or no knowledge of the researchers’ priorities, goals or expected 

outcomes. Barriers are erected. Materials and information are ‘de-identified’ to protect 

people’s identities. Participants neither see how their donations are used, nor what the 

research produces”.  This is a real opportunity for precision medicine and associated 

practices (e.g. biobanking).  Simply put, patients are perhaps the most critical element in 

precision medicine’s ability to succeed, so we need an alternative approach, in which 

donors are made partners by staying connected to research.  Partnership is a win–win 

approach: it will build trust, make research better and faster, and generate large, diverse 

cohorts with longitudinal data (Saha, et al, 2011). 
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Despite the seemingly limitless promise of precision medicine to provide unprecedented 

insight into human disease and the ability to treat such conditions at the N=1 level, there 

are numerous ethical and operational challenges confronting the ability of precision 

medicine in becoming the standard of care in America, as follow: 

 

Confidentiality 

While the process of collecting, processing, and storing biological specimens and 

associated data is relatively straight forward, biobanks present challenges for scientific and 

regulatory communities, especially the concept of identifiability of biospecimens.  In 

addition, ethical concerns represent risk for donor patients, as a lack of regulatory 

standardization holds the potential to foster inconsistent biobanking processes, negatively 

impacting sample quality and the usability of data emerging from banked specimens, 

thereby perpetuating ethical concerns.  That is, the downstream effect of inconsistent and 

inadequate biospecimen collection and management processes can result in inaccurate or 

inconsistent data that carries the potential to negatively impact the rights and welfare of 

patients.  According to the International Society for Biological and Environmental 

Repositories (ISBER), the collection of specimens and/or data for research must never 

adversely affect patient care (“2012 Best Practices”, 2012).  Every effort should be made 

to protect the privacy and confidentiality of data associated with the specimens (“2012 Best 

Practices”, 2012).  Despite such intent, recent studies have suggested that some analyses 

of high-dimensional molecular data can raise more risks to privacy than had been 
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appreciated (Rodriguez, Brooks, Greenberg and Green, 2013, p. 275).  Gymrek M, 

McGuire A L, Golan D, Halperin E and Erlich Y report that surnames can be recovered 

from personal genomes by profiling short tandem repeats on the Y chromosome (Y-STRs) 

and querying recreational genetic genealogy databases (2013). According to the report, 

they were able to demonstrate that a combination of a surname with other types of 

metadata, such as age and state, can be used to triangulate the identity of the target 

(Gymrek, et al, 2013). 

 

Informed Consent 

Taking into consideration such technological possibility and risk vis a vis the rapid growth 

in biobanking facilities and activities illustrates the gravity of the ethical, regulatory, and 

scientific policy issues to consider.  One area of focus is the concept of informed consent 

from individual donors, their family members, or the community for the collection and use 

of biological specimens (Licinio and Wong, 2002).  The Council for International 

Organizations of Medical Sciences (CIOMS) specifies that subsequent research be 

circumscribed by the original informed consent, and that any conditions specified in that 

initial consent apply equally to secondary uses.  This issue is compounded by the fact that, 

under the auspices of human subjects protections, current biorepository practices are 

largely characterized by the removal of identifiers from donated specimens, such that 

scientists and individuals who come into contact with them, or associated data sets, are 

unaware of the names and identifiable information of the donor(s). Such practices position 

the public as little more than a resource for mining data and materials, and as a potential 
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source of resistance (Saha and Hurlbut, 2011, 312). That is, participants neither see how 

their donations are used, nor what the research produces (Saha, et al, 2011, 312).   

 

There is consensus among the scientific and policy development communities that, for 

most research involving human subjects, an ethical approach requires at least two key 

elements: Institutional Review Board (IRB), also known as an ethics review committee, 

review and approval before researchers can recruit participants, and an informed consent 

process on the part of the study subjects, to ensure there is no coercion and that they 

voluntarily agree to participate in the research. The purpose of IRB review is to ensure that 

persons independent of the research determine that the study’s potential benefits to 

participants outweigh or justify the potential risks of research participation. The informed 

consent requirement is to ensure that individuals who enroll in a study understand its 

purpose and voluntarily agree to expose themselves to any potential research risks.  

 

In the context of biobanking, the informed consent process is problematic on several levels.   

First, many stored specimens were collected for purposes other than research, such as 

specimens collected during routine clinical and surgical procedures for clinical treatment 

purposes.  In this scenario, patients would not have given consent for their biospecimens 

to be used in research. Second, donors may have given consent for specific types of 

research but researchers may, at a later time, want to use them for other types of studies. 

Finally, there is some concern regarding the consent process surrounding the use and 

disclosure of genetic and other identifiable medical data, such as incidental findings, to 
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donors directly or to others potentially affected by such information, such as family 

members.  From an ethical perspective, one would not want to expose patients or the public 

to undue risk or distress. 

 

There are also ethical challenges in obtaining consent when biospecimens are collected 

prospectively for research purposes.  Individuals who provide specimens are oftentimes 

providing blanket consent for research with their biological materials. For the donor(s), 

this suggests that no restrictions are placed on the types of research that can be conducted 

with their donated specimens.  From an ethical perspective, it can be argued that this 

scenario does not, in fact, meet the definition of informed consent because individual 

donors do not have full information about how their specimens will be used, which would 

not uphold the autonomy principle of The Belmont Report. 

 

To address these concerns, one alternative approach that has been proposed is an 

individualized or tailored consent process.  In effect, this gives individuals a choice about 

the specific types of research for which their specimens and related information can be 

used. For example, an individual providing a specimen for research might authorize a 

particular type of cancer research but decline other types of research, such as Alzheimer’s 

Disease.  Within this framework, The Genetic Alliance BioBank uses a tailored consent 

process, allowing scientists to contact individual donors to obtain ongoing consent for new 

research with their individual specimens as the need or scientific desire arises. Another 
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approach that has been undertaken by the National Cancer Institute, as stated in its “Best 

Practices for Biospecimen Resources,” allows NCI-funded researchers to use a tiered 

consent process in which human subjects could specify the types of research for which 

their donated specimens could be used (2011). 

 

In contrast to the tiered approach, some believe that risk of harm from research with 

biospecimens is low and primarily related to the disclosure of a person’s identifiable 

genetic and other medical information. In such a case, a blanket consent process through 

which biospecimens are collected and additional consent for subsequent uses is not 

required is considered ethically acceptable, assuming the presence of safeguarding 

mechanisms to protect the privacy and confidentiality of identifiable medical information.  

Examples of such safeguards would include ethics review boards to approve new studies 

with stored biospecimens and associated data, the de-identification of biospecimens and 

associated data with no means to relink them to identifiable persons, the establishment of 

guidelines or policies for linking de-identified biospecimens and associated data to 

identifiable persons, and the establishment of security measures (e.g. password protection) 

to minimize unauthorized access to information.  

 

Disclosing Research Results 

Another area of ethical concern for biobanking is the disclosure of research results, or the 

lack thereof as is usually the case.  Specifically, when research is undertaken and completed 
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not all research results are published and it is often the case that, for those that are, it is 

usually long after the study began and in only in scientific journals. Consequently, there is 

a risk that biospecimen donors, along with the public writ large, might never learn the 

outcome of that research. This proposition may be poorly understood and represent an 

ethical shortcoming for biobanking based upon what Gottweis calls his “deficit theory”, 

which is characterized by distrust simply based on misunderstandings and a lack of 

scientific information (2002). In this ‘deficit theory’ of the public, most difficulties in the 

interaction between science and the public are derived from the assumption that there is a 

communication gap between scientists and the public (Gottweis, 2002).   

While there are reasons for not disclosing some findings (such as preliminary or 

inconclusive results that may not have clinical value or could provide misleading 

information about the etiology of disease, especially when the research involves analysis 

of genetic materials), there is growing support for the principle that researchers and study 

sponsors have an obligation to disclose both positive and negative research results, 

provided that certain conditions are met. How and when to do this remains unclear. In 

2010, the National Science Foundation developed a policy in which “investigators are 

expected to share with other researchers, at no more than incremental cost and within a 

reasonable time, the primary data, samples, physical collections and other supporting 

materials created or gathered in the course of work under NSF grants” (NSF, 

2013).  Despite the spirit of such a mandate, there is little to no guidance regarding the 

proper mechanism(s) for fulfilling this obligation. 

Equitable Distribution of Benefits and Risks 
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An additional area of ethical consideration is the equitable distribution of benefits and risks 

associated with precision medical products.  As an analogy, within the human subjects’ 

research arena, the equitable distribution of risks and benefits is detailed and exemplified 

by the justice principle of the Belmont Report (HHS, 1979).  According to the Report, “an 

injustice occurs when some benefit to which a person is entitled is denied without good 

reason or when some burden is imposed unduly. Another way of conceiving the principle 

of justice is that equals ought to be treated equally” (1979).  As will be described in later 

chapters, precision medical products are subject to both pre- and post-marketing research 

requirements, in addition to the treatment of patients through the medicalization of such 

products.  Given this scenario, it is important for clinicians and regulators to adhere to 

principles such as justice and the equitable selection of subjects in order to share potential 

benefits and risks at both the individual and societal levels.  In terms of individual patients, 

it is incumbent upon clinicians to exhibit fairness (HHS, 1979).  That is, they should not 

offer potentially beneficial products to patients who are convenient or research subjects for 

whom the test article administration would be in their favor or to only undesirable patients 

for high-risk research (HHS, 1979).  From a societal perspective, no distinction should be 

drawn between classes of patients or subjects for social, racial, sexual or cultural reasons, 

or whether they can either bear burdens of risk or financially afford treatment with 

precision medical products, while preventing or neglecting patients or subjects who are not 

in a similar position (HHS, 1979).   Looked at another way, the perceived clinical promise 

of precision medical products should not be afforded to certain groups of patients or 

research subjects and concurrently denied to others. 
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 Ownership and Intellectual Property 

Another area of ethical concern for biobanking facilities is ownership and intellectual 

property of both the specimens and information inherent to, or resulting from, specimen 

processing.  This is due to the fact that research with biospecimens and associated data 

carries the potential for inventions of some commercial value.  Researchers, their 

institutions, and research sponsors seek to establish and protect the intellectual property 

rights surrounding these activities to control access to such resources. Although opinions 

vary, the NCI, maintains the stance that researchers and institutions should share research 

data and tools generated through use of biospecimens in a timely manner, and that 

biorepositories have no inherent rights to future intellectual property, such as those 

resulting from inventions made by using repository samples (2011).  For specimen donors, 

there are ethical red flags with regard to intellectual property and ownership.  That is, they 

are usually informed that they will have no rights to any intellectual property or inventions 

resulting from the scientific use of their specimen(s).  Consequently, the most integral 

component of the scientific and knowledge development process is completely cut off from 

any potential downstream benefit of scientific discovery. 

Policy and Governance 

Science alone is not enough to translate precision medicine from the lab into medical 

practice.  The FDA is also developing a series of regulatory policies and procedures to 

support its fruition.  According to Gottweis, policymaking can be understood as an attempt 
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to manage a field of discursivity, to construct regularity in a dispersed multitude of 

combinable elements (2002).  Since the development and continued emergence of 

precision medicine, there have been continual and increasing efforts on the part of policy 

makers and regulators to establish a political and regulatory framework accepting of such 

advancements. 

The FDA regularly receives feedback about policies related to precision medicine from 

industry groups that regard precision medicine as one of the most promising avenues for 

new drugs and other innovative medical products.  Industry is increasingly requesting that 

the FDA address the issue of companion diagnostics. The FDA’s In Vitro Companion 

Diagnostic Devices guidance (2011) addresses several key elements for developing 

drug/diagnostic products, such as when an in vitro diagnostic test is considered a 

companion diagnostic and what requirements apply when companion diagnostics are used 

in clinical trials. It also outlines the steps necessary to obtain FDA approval if a company 

were to develop a diagnostic that identifies patients with an increased probability of 

responding to a therapy or an increased risk of adverse reaction to a new or existing therapy, 

and it specifies the information that must be included in the label of the test and its 

corresponding therapeutic product.   That is, the FDA seeks to ensure that the tests steering 

patients toward targeted therapies are accurate and reliable and that the right patients 

receive the right drug at the right dose, promoting the basic tenets of precision medicine. 

The FDA reports it is also developing a draft guidance outlining strategies for clinical trial 

design and regulatory considerations for co-developing a novel companion diagnostic and 
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therapy simultaneously, where the approval and subsequent use of the therapy would 

incorporate a requirement for the diagnostic test (2012). This draft guidance includes 

recommendations for the strategic use of biomarkers for patient selection and screening, as 

well as clinical trial designs that allow for ethical patient selection strategies.  

The FDA understands that it is fully anticipated that the pathway to precision medicine will 

utilize an individual's full genomic sequence, and rapid developments in ultra-high 

throughput genomic sequencing technologies indicate that the era of the personal genome 

is fast approaching. In order to effectively utilize these new sequencing technologies for 

clinical applications, appropriate evaluation tools in the form of standards and criteria are 

needed to ensure sequencing quality and the accuracy of tests. Through public meetings 

and direct engagement, the FDA reports that it is actively seeking input from academia, 

industry, patients, and other stakeholders on validation methodologies, materials, and 

bioinformatics approaches needed to address these issues and accelerate and support the 

introduction of innovative sequencing applications (2012). 

Promoting precision medicine not only means having the right policies and scientific 

practices in place, it means making sure the FDA medical product centers work together 

as a team to get safe and effective new treatments to patients as quickly as possible. In the 

emerging era of precision medicine, the FDA’s ability to evaluate targeted therapeutics, 

companion diagnostics, and similar precision medical technologies is being challenged by 

both the technoscientific advancements themselves, as well as long-standing 
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standardization models for evaluating the safety and efficacy of medical products vis-à-vis 

disease classifications standards, which I will describe in greater detail in Chapter 3.  

Within the FDA, the primary responsibility for diagnostic approvals lies within the Center 

for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH), whereas the responsibility for drugs, 

biologics and cell-based therapies exists in the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research 

(CDER) and the Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER), coordination 

between the Centers for applications incorporating diagnostics as a requirement for therapy 

use will be necessary.  To spearhead efforts for a seamless integration between the Centers, 

the FDA Commissioner appointed a new Deputy Commissioner for Medical Products to 

oversee and manage the three medical product development centers. The Deputy 

Commissioner for Medical Products will be responsible for providing overall leadership 

for the three medical product centers. This person will also be responsible for other 

programs, such as combination products, where the Centers must work together to establish 

cross-center programs (FDA, 2012). 

Despite these efforts, reform and the political infrastructure conducive to the 

implementation of precision medicine cannot be accomplished by the FDA alone.  As 

Carpenter reports, this requires congressional statute changes as well, which is a 

challenging proposition, considering the toxic polarization between Democratic and 

Republican lawmakers — and the micromanaging tendencies of Barack Obama and former 

President George W. Bush – which damage US public-health infrastructure and its 

scientific prospects, weakening one of the republic’s most vital institutions (2012). 
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Policy and governance structures for the biobanking industry are varied and largely 

inadequate given recent technological advancements.  While the public largely supports 

research with biospecimens, there is concern that biospecimens may be used for research 

that some find objectionable, such as cloning, or that genetic and other medical information 

may be used in ways that can harm individuals and their families, such as causing them 

undue stress resulting from a revealed genetic condition. Former President Bush’s 

administration sought to allay such concerns by passing the Genetic Information 

Nondiscrimination Act (GINA), prohibiting employers and insurance companies from 

discriminating against individuals on the basis of their genetic information.  

In the United States there is no comprehensive regulatory structure that addresses these 

issues and confusion has existed regarding when human subjects’ protections regulations 

apply to research with biospecimens and their data. The interpretation of these issues 

determines whether IRBs must approve biospecimen research and whether individuals 

must give consent for use of their stored biospecimens or their identifiable genetic and 

private medical information. In 2015, the US Department of Health and Human Services 

issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM), soliciting public commentary regarding 

proposed changes to The Common Rule (45 CFR 46) in an attempt to “...increase human 

subjects’ ability and opportunity to make informed decisions; reduce potential for harm 

and increase justice by increasing the uniformity of human subject protections…” ( Federal 

Register, 2015). From a biobanking perspective, one of the most significant proposals 

detailed within the NPRM would be the requirement to provide “informed consent for the 

use of stored biospecimens in secondary research (for example, part of a blood sample that 
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is left over after being drawn for clinical purposes), even if the investigator is not being 

given information that would enable him or her to identify whose biospecimen it is. That 

consent would generally be obtained by means of broad consent (i.e., consent for future, 

unspecified research studies) to the storage and eventual research use of biospecimens” 

(NPRM 2015-Summary, 2015).  If such requirements were to be enacted, it would create 

a significant operational and policy-related impact for academic medical and hospital 

organizations seeking to engage in biospecimen-related research activities by necessitating 

a de facto stance that any/all clinical specimens may, in fact, be subject to future 

unspecified research and require the implementation of a broad consent mechanism to 

ensure compliance with the enacted changes to The Common Rule.  The exact outcome of 

the NPRM process is yet to be fully realized, so historical regulatory and governance 

structures remain in place until such a time that some or all of the proposed changes are 

codified.   

Minus such proposed changes, what has emerged from a risk-mitigation perspective is an 

environment through which independent trade organizations, such as the International 

Society of Biological and Environmental Repositories (ISBER), and governmental 

agencies, including the National Cancer Institute (NCI), have developed best-practices for 

biobanking activities. However, these measures have fallen short of regulatory 

requirements, thereby perpetuating the potential for disparate practices from one biobank 

to the next.  Of particular concern is the lack of regulatory guidance by the U.S. Food and 

Drug Administration (FDA).  As Lori Ball, Chief Operating Officer for Biostorage 

Technologies, states "Due to the lack of FDA regulations for sample management and 
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differences in global policies, it is imperative the industry joins together to discuss common 

guidelines for these invaluable assets.  This is of the upmost importance as we understand 

that samples stored today will be held to the standards of tomorrow" (Biostorage 

Technologies, 2011)”.   Considering the continued emergence of therapeutic compounds 

designed to act upon specific molecular targets, it is concerning that the FDA has not 

developed any formal regulatory oversight of biobanking practices, which directly impact 

the quality of pharmaceutical and biological compounds developed within the context of 

precision medicine. 

 

Despite these ethical concerns, much of the focus of OHRP and human subjects’ 

protections regarding biobanking has centered on the “identifiability” of specimens.  That 

is, in 2004, the OHRP published guidance clarifying its interpretation of the Common Rule 

as it applies to repositories comprised of de-identified samples. In this guidance, OHRP 

concluded that repositories including only information that is identified by a code and not 

by personal identifiers is not classified as human subjects research. This is because the 

policy defines a human subject as a person whose “identifiable private information” has 

been obtained (OHRP, 2004). 

 

Under the OHRP definition, such practices do not qualify as human subjects research. It is 

therefore subject to a different set of rules. Requirements for human subjects research, such 

as review by the institutional review board and informed consent of potential participants, 

is not required under the Common Rule or the OHRP’s interpretation of that policy.  
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However, research on de-identified human samples obtained without interaction by the 

researcher can only remain in the category of nonhuman subjects research if no intentional 

or routine identification occurs. That is, as soon as re-identification occurs, this research 

immediately shifts from the nonhuman subjects research category to the human subjects 

research category. This shift in category can easily place a research project into 

noncompliance with the Common Rule if it is not already following the requirements for 

human subjects research, including, for example, informed consent (Langanke, et al, 

2011).  

Regulatory Science 

The United States Food and Drug Administration oversees the marketing approval of food, 

drugs, biologics, medical devices, radiation-emitting products, cosmetics, animal feed, and 

accounting for 25-30 cents of every dollar spent by consumers in the U.S.   The FDA grew 

to this status from its humble beginnings as a single chemist in the U.S. Department of 

Agriculture in 1862 to a staff of approximately 9,100 employees and a budget of $1.294 

billion in 2001.  The FDA employs chemists, pharmacologists, physicians, microbiologists, 

veterinarians, pharmacists, lawyers, and many others. About one-third of the agency's 

employees are stationed outside of the Washington, D. C. area, staffing over 150 field 

offices and laboratories, including five regional offices and 20 district offices. Agency 

scientists evaluate applications for new human drugs and biologics, complex medical 

devices, food and color additives, infant formulas, and animal drugs. Also, the FDA 
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monitors the manufacture, import, transport, storage, and sale of about $1 trillion worth of 

products annually at a cost to taxpayers of about $3 per person.  

For the FDA, precision medicine represents a potential inflection point from a traditional 

system of large-scale clinical trials involving many thousands of participants evaluated 

under the treatment of a standardized test article provided to all participants (assuming they 

were randomized into the treatment arm of a trial).  Under both the promise and surplus 

value of precision medicine, participants would be given a therapeutic compound unique 

to their genetic profile.   

To address this concern, the FDA has acknowledged that patients respond differently to 

medicines, and all medicines present the possibility of side effects. Based on the belief that 

these differences may be based on genetic factors, the FDA has been providing scientific 

and strategic input to the International Serious Adverse Events Consortium (iSAEC) to 

identify genetic markers that are useful in predicting the risk of drug-related serious adverse 

events.  While the majority of iSAEC's genetic findings have been focused on a specific 

drug instead of across multiple drugs, a number of cross-drug inherited genes are emerging 

that may provide important insights into the underlying biology leading to a drug-induced 

serious adverse event (FDA, 2012).  

Realizing the promise of precision medicine requires a sustained commitment to advancing 

our understanding of the structure and function of our genomes, the underlying genetic and 

environmental bases of human disease, and human genomic variations and the ways in 

which these variations influence disease or responses to therapy. This research also requires 
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a pathway to translate such findings to real world medical products and practices.  Much 

of the applied regulatory science for evaluating the strategies and outcomes for precision 

medicine - such as standards for whole genome sequencing, fully qualified biomarkers 

(measurable characteristics in patients), and innovative clinical trial designs and statistics 

- are still underdeveloped. The move toward precision medicine is resulting in an 

increasing number of new products that fall within the purview of multiple centers at the 

FDA, creating an additional challenge during the approval process.   The FDA plays  a 

leadership role on the scientific front and build the infrastructure necessary to support the 

development of these more precision targeted therapies, most immediately through 

investments in regulatory science, clarification of FDA policies, a reorganization of 

leadership, and engagement of physicians, patients, and their advocacy groups (FDA, 

2012). 

To expand the understanding of how genomic variations contribute to an individual's 

disease or response to therapy and gain deeper insights into the mechanisms underlying 

diseases and disease subtypes, innovative medical product development will increasingly 

use strategies where diagnostics and drugs are "co-developed" allowing for the diagnostic 

to guide which patients will be more likely to benefit from the drug and less likely to be at 

risk for serious side effects. 

To fully realize the co-development approach, clinical development programs for medical 

products will require increased investments in regulatory science. Regulatory science will 

play an important part in addressing the challenges presented by precision medicine.  
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Approaches that use novel clinical trial designs and statistics will also be crucial. These 

novel designs will allow for patient selection strategies that identify those patients who will 

derive the most benefit from a treatment, balancing the need for methodological rigor with 

the need for more rapid, targeted answers and smaller study populations. Equally important 

are improved approaches to identify and qualify the performance and quality metrics of 

biomarkers to ensure that diagnostic tools can be developed and used to guide the selection 

of therapies.  The FDA reports that it will continue to invest in these key scientific areas 

through direct funding efforts and collaborations with other agencies, such as NIH. The 

FDA also states it will work to expand its efforts through collaborations with other 

government agencies and academia, as well as through public-private partnerships with 

industry scientists as collaborative partners to support these efforts (2012). 

Funding 

An additional challenge confronting the large-scale implementation efforts of precision 

medicine is funding for CoDx and preventative medicine.  As discussed, DNA sequencing 

and precision medicine hold the promise of identifying unique characteristics of a person’s 

individual genome, delineating molecular aberrations that correspond to their unique 

instance of disease, and targeting those variances via tailored therapeutic compounds.  

However, much of the success of precision medicine is contingent upon the ability to have 

insurance companies provide coverage for treatments.  The difficulty exists in that 

insurance providers do not currently acknowledge genetic variances as the presence of 

disease.  That is, simply possessing a particular biomarker does not equate to a diagnosis 

of disease.  To address this issue, scientists, regulators, and policy-makers will have to 
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work in concert to develop a new ontology of disease, consistent with the promise of 

precision medicine. 

 

There have been significant advancements in recent decades in terms of DNA sequencing 

technologies, their refinement, and potential applications.  The sequencing of the human 

genome set the stage for a renaissance in American science and medicine, in which we find 

ourselves today.  These developments have made it possible to challenge the manners in 

which we have come to understand the human condition, the composition of disease, and 

the methodology used to treat illnesses.  It is now possible to identify biomarkers 

corresponding to the susceptibility to disease, as well as immunity.  In addition, novel 

therapeutic agents can be developed to act upon genetic variances of disease, holding the 

potential to tailor medical interventions to an individual’s genomic profile and 

characteristics of their disease, thereby reducing side effects and increasing the efficacy of 

the clinical intervention. 

 

Despite such promise of precision medicine, there are a multitude of obstacles that must be 

addressed in order to facilitate the large-scale implementation of such an approach within 

the U.S. medical community.  Specifically, regulatory science needs to develop methods 

of analysis consistent with the level of science associated with precision medicine.  This 

involves the aggregation and comprehensive understanding of disease biomarkers and the 

development of novel clinical trial designs that will facilitate the rapid analysis of data 

emerging from companion diagnostics and therapeutic interventions.  Congressional policy 
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needs to be enacted, further establishing precision medicine as a priority, facilitating the 

funding of increased research activities in this area.  Assimilation of genomic data into 

insurance coverage is essential for patients to continue to embrace such technology without 

fear of financial hardship.  In addition, patients need to be considered partners in 

biomedical research more than any other point throughout American scientific history.  

They represent both subjects of therapeutic intervention and objects of knowledge 

consumption in the precision medicine movement and should be provided with both a voice 

concerning the use of their genetic information for research and should have outcomes 

communicated to eliminate the public lack of trust inherent to Gottweis’ Deficit Theory.  

Overcoming these challenges is proving both laborious and difficult but can ultimately 

pave the way for a transformation of medical practice and the potential for eradication of 

disease. 

 

For contextual purposes, medical products, such as drugs and devices, are subject to a 

product life cycle involving both pre-market development and post-market 

implementation.  That is, there are two sides to the continuum of a product’s life cycle that 

involve creation and market actualization.  One could say that equilibrium is attained when 

both premarket processes and post-market balance in their ability to deliver the right 

treatment to the right patient at the right time.  To put all of this into perspective, what is 

emerging is a precision medical ecosystem comprised of several inter-dependent players 

that are each critical in their respective function in the advancement of precision medicine.  

To describe this ecosystem and the impacts of precision medical products on both the pre- 

and post-market aspects of the product development life cycle, I will address each 
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separately throughout the next two chapters and describe the current and ongoing adaptive 

measures being undertaken by each stakeholder, respectively, as well as the overarching 

ecosystem as a whole. 
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Chapter 3 – Premarket Impacts, Adaptations, and the Assimilation of Precision 
Medical Products 

 

In the United States, drugs, biologics, and medical devices fall under the oversight of the 

U.S. Food and Drug Administration.  Such products are brought to market via a historically 

linear process comprised of two primary phases, premarket and post-market.  In this 

chapter, I will present the premarket aspects of the product development and approval life 

cycle, as well as the impacts and salient findings regarding the assimilation of precision 

medical products into their respective area.   

For context, the FDA’s Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER) oversees the 

review and approval of prescription drugs in the United States.  To manage this process, 

CDER has developed a drug development process comprised of five sequential phases (or 

steps) that must be undertaken in order to successfully market a prescription drug or 

biologic in the United States (FDA, 2018).  Each of these steps and their specific 

function(s) are listed in Table 1 below.  

Table 1:  FDA Drug Development Process (FDA, 2018) 

Step Function 
Discovery and Development • New insights into a disease process that 

allow researchers to design a product to stop 
or reverse the effects of the disease 

• Many tests of molecular compounds to find 
possible beneficial effects against any of a 
large number of diseases 

• Existing treatments that have unanticipated 
effects 

• New technologies, such as those that 
provide new ways to target medical 
products to specific sites within the body or 
to manipulate genetic material 
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Preclinical Research • Before a drug is testing with human 

subjects, researchers try to determine it 
carries the potential for serious harm 

 Types of Preclinical Research: 
• In Vitro - a medical study or 

experiment which is done in the 
laboratory within the confines of a 
test tube or laboratory dish 

• In Vivo - a medical test, 
experiment or procedure that is 
done on (or in) a living organism, 
such as a laboratory animal or 
human 

• Preclinical research activities must adhere to 
Good Laboratory Practices (GLP) [21 CFR 
58.1], which set requirements for:  study 
conduct, personnel, facilities, equipment, 
protocols, operating procedures, study 
reports, and quality assurance oversight 

These studies yield detailed information about dosing 
& toxicity 

Clinical Research After completion of the preclinical research phase, a 
drug is then tested in human subjects,  

• May include both domestic and foreign-
gathered data 

• Clinical trials must adhere to Good Clinical 
Practice (GCP) standards 

• In this phase, researchers must develop a 
clinical protocol, which covers: 

• Who qualifies to participate 
(selection criteria) 

• How many people will be part of 
the study 

• How long the study will last 
• Whether there will be a control 

group and other ways to limit 
research bias 

• How the drug will be given to 
patients and at what dosage 

• What assessments will be 
conducted, when, and what data 
will be collected 

• How the data will be reviewed and 
analyzed 

Before proceeding with clinical trials, they must 
submit an Investigational New Drug (IND) [21CFR 
312 – Investigational New Drugs] application to the 
FDA, including: 

• Animal study data and toxicity 
(side effects that cause great harm) 
data 

• Manufacturing information 
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• Clinical protocols (study plans) for 
studies to be conducted 

• Data from any prior human 
research 

• Information about the investigator 
 

FDA Drug Review • After completing the preclinical 
and clinical research requirements 
establishing the safety and efficacy 
of a drug, developers can apply to 
market the drug, a process known 
as a “New Drug Application 
(NDA)” 

• NDAs cover every aspect of the 
drug and its development, 
including: 

• Proposed labeling 
• Safety updates 
• Drug abuse information 
• Patent information 
• Any data from studies that 

may have been conducted 
outside the United States 

• Institutional review board 
compliance information 

• Directions for use 
• The FDA review team has 6-10 

months to make a decision on the 
NDA.  The review process 
includes: 

• Each member of the 
review team conducts a 
full review of his or her 
section of the application 

• FDA inspectors travel to 
clinical study sites to 
conduct a routine 
inspection 

• The project manager 
assembles all individual 
reviews and other 
documents and the team 
makes a recommendation 
or requests additional 
information 

 
Post-Market Safety Monitoring • Clinical trials cannot fully capture 

all information about the safety of 
a drug.  As a result, the true picture 
of a drug’s safety is determined 
over months or years on the market 

• As a result, the FDA has 
established mechanisms to report 
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problems with products that have 
been previously approved: 

• MedWatch - a gateway 
for reporting problems 
with medical products 
(drugs and devices) and 
learning about new safety 
information 

• Medical Product Safety 
Network (MedSun) - 
monitors the safety and 
effectiveness of medical 
devices and publishes a 
newsletter for consumers 

• The FDA can require action on the 
part of developers based upon this 
information, such as labeling 
changes or withdrawal from market 

 

 

 

The first four steps of the above-mentioned drug development process occur during the 

pre-market phase of the drug life cycle.  Traditionally, these steps coincide with capital 

investment, strategic investment by industry, regulatory governance, and the augmentation 

of medical practice via clinical trials to constitute the making of a drug or biologic.   

 

Medical devices are overseen by the FDA’s Center for Devices and Radiological Health 

(CDRH).  Unlike drugs or biologics, medical devices are assigned a risk level at the 

initiation of the marketing application process.  To evaluate risk, first a medical device 

must be categorized within a stratified classification system based upon the risk level 

consistent with the proposed used of the device, as follow: 

 Class I Devices - Medical devices in the Class I category have the least amount of 

regulatory control and minimal potential harm to the patient. These devices are 
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relatively simple to design, manufacture, and use. Examples of Class I medical 

devices are hospital beds, oxygen masks, tongue depressors, and arm slings. 

 Class II Devices - Class II medical devices require more FDA regulation to assure 

safety and effectiveness. X-ray systems, contact lenses, syringes, and blood 

transfusion kits all fall under this medical device classification. 

 Class III Devices - Products used to support or sustain human life or those that 

present a potentially high risk for a patient are in the Class III classification. These 

devices are, understandably, more rigorously regulated than Class II or Class I 

products and require additional levels of approval. Heart valves, cochlear implants, 

and defibrillators are examples of Class III medical devices. 

 

During the pre-marketing phase, once a device’s risk classification is determined, the level 

of FDA oversight and pre-market requirements can also be determined by whether a 

product is deemed de novo (novel) or whether there exists a predicate device currently 

marketed in the U.S.  A predicate device would be any device with the same intended use 

and similar risk profile as a product being submitted for a marketing application to the 

FDA.  As an example, a new pacemaker product can be submitted to the FDA for market 

approval, citing existing pacemaker products as predicate devices.  This is significant to 

the manufacturer or sponsor of a given product in that it can determine the regulatory 

pathway required for market approval.  If a medical device is determined to be a de novo 

Class III device, suggesting that the device is both high-risk with no existing predicate 

device, the manufacturer is required to submit a Premarket Application (PMA) and 
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demonstrate safety and efficacy in the context of clinical trials.  In contrast, if a product is 

deemed substantively equivalent to an existing marketed product, the regulatory pathway 

would point to a process known as 510(k), for which the manufacturer would submit a 

Premarket Notification to the FDA, essentially demonstrating substantive equivalence 

while being exempt from the presentation of safety and efficacy data for their individual 

product, thereby allowing the manufacturer to go directly to market with the product. 

 

To explore the premarket phase for both drugs and devices, as well as the impacts, 

adaptations, and assimilations occurring within this phase for capital investors, 

pharmaceutical and medical device companies, regulators, and the practice of medicine as 

a result of precision medical products,  , I am presenting the reader with two case examples, 

Foundation Medicine’s F1CDx companion diagnostic test and Novartis’ Kymriah 

(tisagenlecleucel) CAR T cell biologic, both of which represent early movers in the era of 

precision medicine, as well as disruptive technologies within applicable medical 

communities.   

 

Foundation Medicine’s F1CDx test was approved by the FDA on November 30, 2017 (see 

Appendix A- F1CDx Approval Letter).  Foundation Medicine (FM) is an American assay 

development and genomic profiling company based out of Cambridge, Massachusetts.  

“Foundation Medicine was born in 2010 driven by the commitment to use genomic insights 

to redefine the way each person with cancer is treated. In just ten years, we’ve made 
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incredible progress—breakthroughs that have helped shift the treatment paradigm to 

directly impact patient care” (Foundation Medicine, ND). 

 

Their F1CDx test was the “first breakthrough-designated, next generation sequencing 

(NGS)-based in vitro diagnostic (IVD) test that can detect genetic mutations in 324 genes 

and two genomic signatures in any solid tumor type” (FDA, 2017a).  I chose this product 

as one of my case studies for a couple of reasons.  First, in the era of precision medicine, 

F1CDx is one of the first movers in the comprehensive companion diagnostic market.  In 

addition, it also represents and exemplary product in that its goal is to provide medical 

practitioners with comprehensive, actionable knowledge that is expected in the era of 

precision medicine and, as such, it carries the potential to guide the development and 

refinement of future products.   Unlike prior IVD tests receiving approval by the FDA, the 

F1CDx is a “more extensive test that provides information on a number of different genetic 

mutations that may help in the clinical management of patients with cancer” (FDA, 2017a). 

Additionally, the FDA reports that based on individual test results, the F1CDx test can 

identify which patients with any of five tumor types may benefit from different FDA-

approved targeted treatment options (see Appendix B - F1CDx Label Document). Its 

results provide patients and health care professionals access to all of this information in 

one test report, avoiding duplicative biopsies (2017a).  Concurrently, the Centers for 

Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) approved coverage of the F1CDx via their Parallel 

Review Program with the FDA to provide earlier access to innovative medical technologies 

for Medicare beneficiaries. 
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In my discussions with FM, they reported that they are “committed to advancing patient 

care by offering a proven portfolio of comprehensive genomic profiling products that help 

physicians make more informed care decisions” (Foundation Medicine, 2021). This is to 

say that, “through constant innovation in molecular insights, we are dedicated to working 

with our partners to deliver breakthroughs that improve outcomes for more individuals 

living with cancer and bringing them to routine cancer care every day” (Foundation 

Medicine, 2021). 

 

Foundation’s F1CDx test differed from previous in-vitro diagnostics tests in that predicate 

products sought to match one test to one drug, whereas the F1CDx was a more extensive 

test that provides information on a number of different genetic mutations that could 

augment the clinical management of patients with cancer. That is, based on individual test 

results, the new diagnostic can identify which patients with any of five tumor types may 

benefit from 15 different FDA-approved targeted treatment options. The F1CDx test was 

able to inform patients and health care practitioners with access to all of this information 

in one test report, avoiding duplicative biopsies. 

 

Six months later, on May 1, 2018, the U.S. Food & Drug Administration (FDA) approved 

Novartis Pharmaceutical Corporation’s Kymriah (tisagenlecleucel) for certain pediatric 

and young adult patients with a form of acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) (See 

Appendix C – Kymriah BLA Approval Letter).   
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Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corporation is a Swiss multi-national company based out of 

Basel, Switzerland.  Novartis traces its history back more than 250 years through the 

convergence of three companies: Geigy, a chemicals and dyes trading company founded 

in Basel, Switzerland in the middle of the 18th century; Ciba, which began producing dyes 

in 1859; and Sandoz, a chemical company founded in Basel in 1886.  From its beginning 

in the production of synthetic fabric dyes, the companies that eventually became Novartis 

branched out into producing chemicals and ultimately pharmaceuticals.  Modern day 

Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corporation is the largest pharmaceutical company in the world 

but retains the culture and spirit of its founding companies and their passion for developing 

and marketing new products that contribute to human progress through advances in science 

and health (Novartis, n.d. b). Building on this heritage, today Novartis focuses its 

innovation prowess on addressing the unmet needs of patients worldwide.  Novartis is also 

a global leader in the development of precision medical products and is committed to 

tailoring medical products that are designed for the right patient at the right dose.  

According to Dr. Ronenn Roubenoff, Global Translational Medicine Head, 

Musculoskeletal Diseases at the Novartis Institutes for BioMedical Research, “precision 

medicine is where we want medicine to be. It is a key evolution – it used to be about making 

the patient fit the treatment, but now it is about making the treatment fit the patient. 

 

Novartis’ tisagenlecleucel product, which ultimately was given the trade name Kymriah, 

is a cell-based gene therapy, is the first gene therapy approved for marketing in the United 
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States and indicated for the treatment of patients up to 25 years of age with B-cell precursor 

ALL that is refractory or in second or later relapse (FDA, 2017b) (See Appendix D – 

Kymriah Label).  Similar to the F1CDx test, I chose Kymriah as a case study based upon 

its first-mover status, as well as its exemplary nature of a precision medical product 

designed to act at an individual patient level with regard to his/her specific disease.  This 

attribute is highly representative of the goal of precision medicine to provide patients with 

the right treatment at the right time.   

 

According to its Biologic License Application (BLA), tisagenlecleucel is “comprised of 

genetically-modified antigen-specific autologous T cells that have been modified to target 

cells that express CD19” (FDA, n.d.).  

CD19 is an antigen expressed on the surface of B cells and tumors derived 

from B cells. The tisagenlecleucel chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) protein 

consists of an extracellular portion that has a murine anti-CD19 single chain 

antibody fragment (scFv) and an intracellular portion that contains T cell 

signaling (CD3-ζ) and co-stimulatory (4-1BB) domains. These intracellular 

domains play critical roles in tisagenlecleucel’s functions, including T cell 

activation, persistence in vivo and anti-tumor activity.  In terms of treatment 

mechanism, each dose of Kymriah is a customized treatment created using 

an individual patient’s own T-cells, a type of white blood cell known as a 

lymphocyte. The patient’s T-cells are collected and sent to a manufacturing 

center where they are genetically modified to include a new gene that 
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contains a specific protein (a chimeric antigen receptor or CAR) that directs 

the T-cells to target and kill leukemia cells that have a specific antigen 

(CD19) on the surface. Once the cells are modified, they are infused back 

into the patient to kill the cancer cells (FDA, n.d.). 

 

Both of these products and their approvals by the FDA represent a significant development 

in modern medicine and, more specifically, the advancement of precision medical 

technologies in the U.S. market.  My analysis of these technologies and their sociotechnical 

implications for patients, investors, regulators, and the medical community were framed 

by the following questions, as applicable: 

1. What aspects of such technologies make them applicable to the evolving field 

of precision medicine and its new taxonomy of disease? 

2. What aspects of such technologies make them relevant to precision medicine’s 

espoused promise to provide the right treatment to the right patient at the right 

time? 

3. What are the development and regulatory approval processes for F1CDx, 

Kymriah, and similar technologies and what impacts or adaptive measures 

within governance structures, regulatory science, policies, and actions allowed 

for the review and market approval of such technologies?  

4. Whose well-being is being prioritized or invoked in the creation of such 

knowledge and risk/benefit analysis from this regime and what biosocietal 

consequences emerge as a result of such knowledge mobilization? 
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5.  What attributes, return on investment opportunities, or potential market value 

characteristics do you seek to identify when considering providing capital 

investment in medical technologies and interventions? 

6. How have those attributes changed or been impacted by the emergence of 

precision medical therapeutics and diagnostics and how are such products 

evaluated differently than traditional medical products when considering capital 

investment? 

7. What theoretical frameworks and implications lend themselves to the analysis 

of these technologies and their impacts on the co-production of knowledge, 

process, and biosociality? 

 

I used these questions as guidance for the evaluation and delineation of both pre-market 

and post-market considerations, challenges, and impacts with regard to the entire spectrum 

of stakeholders involved in the advancement of precision medical products.  Within this 

framework, I will address the premarket findings in the remainder of this chapter and 

present post-market findings in Chapter 4. 

Capital Structures 

The life cycle of many potential therapeutic compounds like Kymriah and diagnostic 

instruments like F1CDx begin in laboratories within universities, academic medical 

centers, and private research institutions.  Historically speaking, pharmaceutical 

compounds and medical products emerge when laboratory scientists develop an idea or 
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concept and design in-vitro studies to determine whether their idea represents a potentially 

viable approach to treatment of a representative disease(s).  Much of the time, these initial 

steps in the drug development life cycle occur with little or no funding.  However, the 

advancement of such products along the drug approval continuum requires substantive 

investment in both equity and debt-based capital structures, such as corporate investment, 

internal bridge funding, and external vendors or venture capital firms. 

Before such investments can occur, such technologies are subject to proof-of-concept 

reviews and potential return on investment analyses by internal or external technology 

transfer firms in order to determine whether such a product can be protected by intellectual 

property laws.  Such traditional analyses involve the identification of potential market size, 

as well as other factors, in determining whether novel compounds warrant investment. 

The emergence and evolution of precision medical products has seen wave of new 

technologies such as biologics and gene and cell therapies, which develop large 

amounts of biodata that are highly coveted by large pharma and biotech firms.  Sunder-

Rajan describes this dynamic as biocapital, which he characterizes as a “framework for 

contemporary capitalism in its emergent and shifting topological manifestations and 

conundrums of value generation and market logic that come out of the bio-informatic 

(disciplinary and corporate) mergers of the genomic sequencing revolution” (1997, p. 

20).    

Foundation Medicine’s F1CDx test and its conceptualization and development is a 

direct result of biocapital development secondary to the collection and analysis of large 
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amounts of biodata, ultimately revealing genetic variants associated with 324 genes and 

2 genomic signatures for solid tumor cancers.  For Foundation Medicine, the potential 

competitive advantage of F1CDx is the extensive nature of the test.  As such, their 

internal investment decision-making was highly focused on time-to-market 

considerations because the companion diagnostic market is a rapidly evolving sector of 

the precision medical market and any realized competitive advantage would, at best, be 

short lived.   

For technology transfer offices and firms, precision medicine has facilitated the co-

production of strategic approaches designed to capitalize on the promise of precision 

medicine while concurrently recognizing that the field itself remains in a constant state 

of change.  Much of the impact and interest in precision medical technologies has been 

driven by immense speculative value for unprecedented treatments and potentially 

curative effects for genetically esoteric and/or rare diseases.  This scenario presents 

equity investment opportunities in the form of intellectual property rights for such 

organizations. To fully understand this dynamic, I spoke with a representative from a 

university-based technology-transfer office to understand how they evaluate precision 

medical technologies versus traditional medical products. 

The representative informed me that they are in frequent receipt of medical technology 

(e.g. therapeutic compounds) applications, representing both traditional therapeutics 

and molecular-driven targeted therapies.  He informed me that traditional medical 

products are evaluated in terms of previous study outcomes, novel nature of the 
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product(s), and marketing potential.  That is, if a compound is considered different, 

viable, and a market exists for such a product, it would likely be determined as a product 

in which they are willing to invest.  Depending on where the product was on the drug 

development continuum, the exact level of engagement and investment can vary from 

facilitating bridge funding to allow scientists to gather additional data, patent 

applications and spin-off company investments, connection with incubator laboratory 

space, and even leveraging pharmaceutical company contacts to seek licensing 

agreements for such technologies. 

While the same potential investment strategies exist for precision-medical products, the 

pre-investment analytics diverge significantly in terms of how they are evaluated for 

market viability and return on investment.  Simply put, the fact that precision medical 

products are designed to impact small numbers of patients and genetically specific 

instances of disease, makes them difficult to evaluate through traditional market-driven 

methodologies.  In addition, the technoscientific attributes of such compounds make 

them difficult for non-scientific investors to evaluate.  As a result, he stated that they 

have adopted an approach that largely seeks to advance such technologies during the 

early stages of a precision medical product’s life cycle in order to not commit an error 

of omission by failing to invest in a potential promising technology. 

Novartis’ Kymriah, from an investment and development perspective, represented a 

potential game-changer for the American medical market.  Specifically, the treatment 

itself would not only provide patients with a potential curative outcome for a specific 
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subset of ALL, but the technology represented a first of its kind gene therapy to receive 

market approval in the U.S.   Taking this into consideration, for Novartis the product 

also presented a proof-of concept that may ultimately be scalable to other cancers or 

diseases. 

From a venture capital point of view, J.P. Morgan reports that “precision medicine, 

over time, has the potential to bring targeted, life-saving treatments to countless 

individuals suffering from a wide range of previously incurable diseases, without 

destroying the quality of the lives it saves” (2020).  That is, “precision medicine is 

already being closely studied for its potential in oncology. Doctors may be able to use 

it to create targeted cancer treatments that attack specific cells within the body. As 

opposed to chemotherapy, precision oncology may be less likely to harm healthy human 

cells because it takes aim only at specific tumor cells.  What’s more, the possibilities 

extend to conditions like genetic blindness, muscular dystrophy, diabetes, heart disease 

and more”  (J.P. Morgan, 2020).  J.P. Morgan goes on to report that “for precision 

medicine to become a viable option for everyone, data is needed, lots of data, well as the 

commitment of governments, healthcare agencies and regulators to provide a supportive 

framework (2020).  Within this framework, and similar to technology transfer firms, the 

data derived from NGS technologies has resulted in a biocapital market whose nexus exists 

at the intersection of compound development and regulatory evaluation.  To design 

treatments for individuals or specific groups, scientists need a vast dataset of patient 

histories to analyze which treatments work best for which patients”  (2020).  “While the 

FDA is still working to develop answers to the regulatory questions, there is no doubt 
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the field of precision medicine represents a new frontier in healthcare innovation” (J.P. 

Morgan, 2020). 

To understand how precision medical products are impacting investment-related 

decisions for venture capital firms, I spoke with a managing director for an investment 

fund specializing in machine learning and scientific innovation in healthcare.  During 

our conversation, I asked him to describe the decision-making process for evaluating a 

medical product and to describe how these processes may differ for precision medical 

products versus traditional medical products.  He informed me that their fund, and 

overarching venture capital firm, have seen an increase in funding proposals for 

intelligent and precision medical products in recent years and acknowledged that there 

are some differences between precision medical products and traditional medical 

products, but that, for his firm, the core requirements for investment remain standard.  

Specifically, he reported that it is not simply about an idea or new and interesting 

technology.  Rather, it’s more of an issue of company stability, leadership, and a solid 

roadmap for the product.  I inquired further about potential roadmaps, to which he 

reported that many companies lack the resources to bring a product to market and that, 

for those, the roadmap may involve an exit strategy through which intellectual property 

rights are sold to larger companies with the resources to advance the technology 

through validation, pre-clinical, and clinical trials, depending on where the product is 

in its life cycle.  The approach adhered to by this firm speaks more to assimilation of 

precision medical products into benchmarks and standards, resulting in the imaginary 

of a predictable world that seeks to mitigate financial risk.  In this scenario, risk is a 
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product of capital investment and it is the firm’s portfolio whose interest is being 

protected via investment decision making. 

As our conversation advanced, I explored my curiosity a bit and inquired how they 

would address a really interesting technology or therapeutic that had, by all intents and 

purposes, potential to help patients, but perhaps lacked a stable company and solid 

business plan.  He then mentioned that those situations do occur, especially when his 

firm sends representatives to universities to meet with faculty to see a host of products 

over 1-2 days.  In that situation, he stated that “sometimes we just buy the company 

and put leadership in place”.  I then asked what that would look like for the inventor or 

faculty member, to which he offered a brief chuckle and said that it usually involves 

moving the company to a biotech “hotbed”, such as California, where there are “many 

experienced entrepreneurs in the medical innovation space” to quickly insert a 

leadership team.  While venture capital firms have become active players in the 

biocapital network surrounding precision medical technologies, the most salient theme 

during our conversation was standardization through financial predictability and risk 

aversion, to the extent that they routinely utilized an entry point in advancing a 

technology through acquisition of the technology and then placed the other desirable 

pieces (of a business model) around the technology into their imaginary of predictable 

financial performance and formulaic outcomes. 

In looking toward the future of capital investments in the precision medical sector, J.P. 

Morgan was consistent with the fund manager I spoke with and reports that “data-driven 
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medical research companies, particularly those with prowess in artificial intelligence 

and machine learning, will lead the way in researching new precision medicines for 

patients” (2020).  Similar to financial firms being able to determine a consumer’s credit 

score based on almost every aspect of a person’s financial history, healthcare 

companies may soon be able to analyze a patient’s entire medical history to determine 

which treatment could be best for that unique individual (J.P. Morgan, 2020). J.P. 

Morgan states that “these are the companies that will be able to take vast datasets and 

interpret them to determine which treatment options to explore and conduct further 

research on for any given patient. Large pharmaceutical companies that focus on cell 

therapy and/or immune-oncology treatments could be key in this category” (2020). 

Bob Kocher, a partner at venture capital firm Venrock, said that these consumer-focused 

companies have all taken steps toward personalizing their offerings. Simply put, the 

promise of precision medicine is too great for such firms to ignore in their investment 

portfolios (Pappas Capital, 2012).  Personalization increases the value of those offerings 

and helps the companies make delivery of services and products more efficient.  “Because 

they can offer the right product, they can take away unnecessary costs,” Kocher said. “And 

in healthcare, that’s what we really need to do” (Pappas Capital, 2012).  

 

Precision medicine will help doctors determine what to treat, how to treat and how much 

to treat. That knowledge, Kocher said, will mean fewer medicines, not more. Evidence and 

data will guide treatment to the optimal level that strikes a balance between risks and 

outcomes.  Within this framework, Kymriah ultimately represented little risk to Novartis’ 
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balance sheet due to the small numbers of patients who would be eligible for such therapy 

while, concurrently, providing Novartis with a high reward potential for patients and public 

perception.   

 

The ongoing advancements in the precision medical sector has also been driven by lessons 

learned during the biotechnology boom in the 1990s, at which time venture capitalists 

invested significant amounts of equity into companies that ultimately failed to bring 

therapeutics to market or to execute an effective exit strategy such as technology licensure 

or the selling of intellectual property rights to larger biotechnology or pharmaceutical 

companies that had the resources to advance such technologies along the drug development 

life cycle. 

 

According to Pappas Capital (2012), investors are interested in ideas that substantially save 

money. According to Kocher, “if it substantially costs money and there’s little to no return 

on investment, the product won’t do well” (Pappas Capital, 2012). As an example, Pappas 

is an investor in Palo Alto, California cardiovascular genomic diagnostics company 

CardioDx. Turner Jenkins, an associate at Durham venture capital firm Pappas Ventures, 

said that there is a gap between the launch of the product and its reimbursement by payers. 

Kocher reports that “until payers start paying for the CardioDx’s genomics diagnostic, the 

company must subsidize its use” (Pappas Capital, 2012).  If a precision medicine 

technology doesn’t substantially save money or improve outcomes, its probably not a good 

idea, at least from an investment perspective, Kocher said (Pappas Capital, 2012).   This 
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scenario aligned perfectly with the developmental investment requirements needed for 

Novartis to bring Kymriah to market and the downstream clinical outcomes afforded to 

patients prescribed its treatment. 

 

Industry 

The U.S. pharmaceutical industry has historically been built around drugs that treat 

conditions affecting large populations including high cholesterol, infectious diseases, high 

blood pressure and gastrointestinal maladies (Korn Ferry, n.d.).  The model focused on 

patients receiving similar, if not identical, treatments (Korn Ferry, n.d.).  During these 

times, a patented drug like Lipitor contributed a record $125 billion to Pfizer during its 12-

year run, making pharma very profitable even if the companies had to replace an entire 

book of business every 10 to 12 years (Korn Ferry, n.d.). 

 

With the continued emergence and maturation of the precision medical industry and its 

ability to analyze genomic data to unveil the abnormalities that create illness, 

pharmaceutical companies are increasingly being confronted with the realization that they 

have to reinvent themselves in order to remain competitive.   This is to say that the data 

generated by advancements in NGS technologies have made patients and the public 

subjects of biocapital driven by a greater emphasis on data and tissue-based economies.  

As a result, pharmaceutical companies are placing an increased emphasis on the collection 

and genomic analysis of biospecimens as part of their clinical trial offerings in an effort to 
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delineate molecular markers for which they can develop advanced diagnostics and targeted 

therapeutics. 

 

This paradigm is being led by discoveries and clinical trial advancements that are reported 

annually in forums such as the annual meeting of the American Society of Clinical 

Oncologists (ASCO).  Each year, ASCO hosts thousands of oncologists and 

pharmaceutical representatives to learn about new developments in cancer treatment. In 

doing so, attendees hear accounts of clinical trials documenting exciting breakthroughs 

were presented alongside reports of gnawingly difficult challenges in developing therapies 

for treating stubborn cancers with therapies that bring relief to some and completely fail 

other patients (Korn Ferry, n.d.). As a result, more and more pharmaceutical companies are 

migrating business strategies away from the traditional “blockbuster” drug model to one 

that is focused on small sets and subsets of patients and their genetically unique instances 

of disease. 

 

This new model is prompting pharmaceutical companies to examine expenses in research 

and development and, like enterprises in other sectors, pharmaceutical companies are 

divesting some operations to bring greater focus to their core business.  In the realm of 

clinical trials, there is increased emphasis on the collection and analysis of biospecimens 

for known or unknown future research as a result of the need for additional genomic data 

and applicable disease variants so that novel diagnostics and therapeutic technologies can 

be developed.    
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In terms of the impact on pharma, Korn Ferry reports that Bristol-Myers Squibb (BMS) 

was one company that has experienced the highs and lows of this paradigm shift, 

concurrently presenting at the ASCO conference powerful data from clinical trials that 

showed its drug, Opdivo, could double survival for lung cancer patients while experiencing 

a drop in its stock price secondary to an analyst suggesting that its competitive position for 

Opdivo wasn’t bulletproof (Korn Ferry, n.d.).  In response, BMS CEO Giovanni Caforio 

reported that BMS “have successfully transformed the company,” he said, referring to the 

company’s hard slog in re-engineering its business, divesting its medical-imaging group, 

its diabetes business, wound-care division and nutritional business to focus on the high-

margin specialty drug group (Korn Ferry, n.d.). 

 

While BMS sought to allay the concerns of its investment community, the most significant 

trend at the conference was the announcement of NCI-Molecular Analysis for Therapy 

Choice program, NCI-MATCH, a clinical trial that will analyze patients’ tumors to 

determine whether they contain genetic abnormalities for which a targeted drug exists and 

assign treatment based on the abnormality. NCI-MATCH seeks to determine whether 

treating cancers according to their molecular abnormalities will show evidence of 

effectiveness. 

 

To do that, Korn ferry reports that the National Cancer Institute will work with more than 

20 companies in “discovery trials” as companies provide their drugs for study on specific 
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mutations. The government is paying for the trials, a huge incentive to the companies to 

participate. The drugs included in the trial have all either been approved by the U.S. Food 

and Drug Administration for another cancer indication or are still being tested in other 

clinical trials but have shown some effectiveness against tumors with particular genetic 

alterations (n.d.).   For pharmaceutical companies, this approach strikes a balance in the 

risk-benefit determination when considering the minimal financial investment due to the 

federal sponsorship of the trials, while also presenting companies with opportunities to 

demonstrate the efficacy of their products for one or more genetic variants associated with 

disease.  From a risk perspective, it may be determined that a competitor’s product is 

superior or non-inferior to a company’s product, but this risk should be minimal and the 

potential subject of mitigation through the specificity of genetic targets. 

 

“This is the largest and most rigorous precision oncology trial that has ever been 

attempted,” said Dr. James H. Doroshow, deputy director of NCI. The trials promise new 

insight into treating tumors that have been particularly resistant to treatment (Korn Ferry, 

n.d.).  According to Korn Ferry, Doroshow called the program a “paradigm shift,” from 

treating cancer based on the organ where it originated to zeroing in on the genetic 

abnormality and matching it to one of the drugs being studied. Once enrolled, patients will 

be treated with the targeted drug for as long as their tumor shrinks or remains stable (n.d.). 

 

Such a program is made possible by significant advancements in NGS technologies, 

resulting in more extensive data at lower costs.  Korn Ferry reports that “while the Human 
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Genome Project was an immense international collaboration that took 13 years and cost 

$3.8 billion, Doroshow estimates that the genome mapping for NCI-MATCH is about 

$1,000 per patient” (n.d.). 

 

Taking all of this into consideration, it is clear that companies are both seeking to make an 

impact within the precision medical sector, but that any potential competitive advantage is 

likely fragile and potentially short-lived.  Much of this is relative to whose benefit is being 

considered at any specific moment in time.  That is, news of an emerging therapeutic can 

be simultaneously good news for patients and clinical practitioners, but concurrently 

detrimental to stockholders and other stakeholders within competing firms.  What is 

positive is the potential for public-private collaborations to further evaluate precision 

medical products across diseases beyond labeling constraints.  This approach can both 

minimize financial risk for companies while expanding the potential patient population(s) 

for which a particular product can be considered as a potential therapeutic intervention, 

thereby minimizing downstream risk to corporate investment and investor relations.  This 

approach also supports the notion of an emerging new taxonomy of disease, through which 

novel or existing precision medical products can transcend traditional diagnostics and 

subscribe to an amended labeling model specific to targeted genetic variants. 

 

Regulatory Governance 

 In the United States, precision medical products, such as Kymriah and the F1CDx test, 

seeking introduction to the U.S. market are evaluated based upon concepts such as risk and 
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efficacy.  That is., much of the determination whether to approve a product’s marketing 

application hinges on whether the product is determined to be safer than currently marketed 

products and/or more effective in the fulfillment of its purpose.  To fully understand the 

governance and oversight of concepts such as “risk”, I believe it is necessary for one to 

have, at the very least, a basic understanding of the structures and mechanisms through 

which such factors emerge. 

 

Before medical products such as pharmaceuticals, in-vitro diagnostics, and biologics reach 

their final marketability determination, they are subject to both pre-clinical and clinical (i.e. 

human subjects) research.   In the United States, human subjects’ research has a long 

history of scientific advancement, regulatory actions, and human rights violations.  As 

such, it became necessary to create a robust regulatory oversight system to facilitate 

advancements in science, while seeking to mitigate or minimize violations or ethical 

shortcomings.  An operational model emerged in which human subjects’ research in the 

U.S. is regulated by two primary authorities, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA) and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Service’s Office for Human 

Research Protections (OHRP).  There are both differences and commonalities concerning 

what type(s) of research are regulated by either the FDA, OHRP, or both.   

 

Drug Regulation and Oversight 

The modern-day FDA is the most powerful regulatory agency in the world.  However, it 

attained this status from humble beginnings as a single chemist in the U.S. Department of 
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Agriculture in 1862.  Today, the FDA employs chemists, pharmacologists, physicians, 

microbiologists, veterinarians, pharmacists, lawyers, and many others. About one-third of 

the agency's employees are stationed outside of the Washington, D. C. area, staffing over 

150 field offices and laboratories, including five regional offices and 20 district offices. 

FDA scientists evaluate applications for new human drugs and biologics, medical devices, 

food and color additives, infant formulas, and animal drugs (FDA History I, 2009).   

 The FDA’s authority began with a key piece of legislation known as the 1906 Food and 

Drugs Act, also commonly known as the Wiley Act2 (FDA History I, 2009). The act, under 

the operational oversight of the Bureau of Chemistry, prohibited the interstate transport of 

unlawful food and drugs and allowed seizure of the questionable products and/or 

prosecution of the responsible parties (FDA History I, 2009).  Unlike current practices, the 

basis of the law rested on the regulation of product labeling rather than pre-market 

approval.  Drugs had to adhere to standards of the time and plainly state dosage and 

indications on the label (Federal Food and Drugs Act of 1906, 2009) (FDA History I, 

2009).   

Much of the focus of the Wiley Act centered on food regulation, even though foods were 

not defined according to standards in the same manner as drugs (FDA History I, 2009).  

Nonetheless, the law prohibited the addition of any ingredients that would substitute for 

the food, conceal damage, pose a health hazard, or constitute a filthy or decomposed 

substance. Interpretations of the food provisions in the law led to many, sometimes 

 
2 .  The term “Wiley Act” was established after Dr. Harvey Wiley, head of the Bureau of Chemistry and 
whose persistence is largely credited with the passage of this law.    
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protracted, court battles (FDA History I, 2009).  If the manufacturer opted to list the weight 

or measure of a food, this had to be done accurately. Also, the food or drug label could not 

be false or misleading in any particular, and the presence and amount of eleven dangerous 

ingredients, including alcohol, heroin, and cocaine, had to be listed (Federal Food and 

Drugs Act of 1906, 2009).   

After Wiley's resignation in 1912, the bureau devoted more effort to drug regulation, with 

some emphasis on the so-called patent medicines (FDA History II, 2009).  After the 

election of Franklin Roosevelt and the death of Wiley in 1930, the FDA could pursue 

needed changes to the law.  Congress responded by passing the 1938 Food, Drug, and 

Cosmetic Act.  The new law brought cosmetics and medical devices under control, and 

required that drugs be labeled with adequate directions for safe use. The law also mandated 

pre-market approval of all new drugs, requiring a manufacturer to prove to the FDA that a 

drug were safe before it could be sold.  It prohibited false therapeutic claims for drugs, 

corrected abuses in food packaging and quality, and mandated legally enforceable food 

standards.  According to the FDA’s historical account, the law formally authorized factory 

inspections, and it added injunctions to the enforcement tools at the agency's disposal 

(2012).  Within two months of the passage of the act, the FDA began to identify drugs that 

could not be labeled for safe use directly by the patient, requiring a prescription from a 

physician (FDA History II, 2012).  
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In 1962, the Kefauver-Harris Amendment3 to the 1938 Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act was 

approved, representing a significant change in FDA regulatory authority. The legislation 

gave the FDA the ability to demand that drug makers prove their products were safe and 

effective before receiving approval to market them in the United States (Kefauver-Harris 

Amendments Revolutionized Drug Development, 2012).   As a result of the amendment, 

the following changes were enacted (Kefauver-Harris Amendments Revolutionized Drug 

Development, 2012): 

 Manufacturers had to provide evidence that proposed drugs were both safe and 

effective, demonstrated by adequate and well-controlled clinical investigations 

conducted by qualified experts.  

 FDA was given 180 days to evaluate a new drug application, and the application 

would no longer become automatically effective.  

 New drugs required an affirmative decision by the agency before marketing.  

 Manufacturers had to maintain records of adverse events associated with drugs and 

report these promptly to FDA. 

Kefauver considered the amendment his "finest achievement" in consumer protection 

(Kefauver-Harris Amendments Revolutionized Drug Development, 2012).  It laid the 

groundwork for modern drug approvals and ultimately led to an evidence-based model for 

drug evaluation decisions that today stands as the global standard (Kefauver-Harris 

Amendments Revolutionized Drug Development, 2012).  This model is largely contingent 

 
3  Named after U.S. Senator Estes Kefauver, of Tennessee, and U.S. Representative Oren Harris of 
Arkansas, who proposed the amendment. 
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upon standardization of process, disease characterization, and the products for which the 

FDA is seeking to evaluate.  Such standards require risk-benefit analyses through which 

products are assessed for safety and efficacy, oftentimes relative to existing standards of 

care.  That is, the FDA seeks to determine whether a novel therapeutic is superior to 

existing treatments in clinical outcomes and/or equivalent with a better safety profile  

regarding expected adverse events.  The model relies upon extensive data collected via pre-

clinical studies and clinical trials enrolling thousands of subjects such that treatment 

outcomes can be satisfactorily attributable to the test article administration.  In contrast to 

traditional medical therapeutics, precision medical products dislodge this quantitative 

standards model due to the minimal number of patients whose disease is characterized by 

targeted genetic variants.  As a result, precision medical products are intentionally de-

stabilizing historical models of standardization for regulators, which I will discuss in 

greater detail later in this chapter. 

 

Human Subjects’ Protections  

The history of contemporary human subjects’ protections began in 1947 with the 

Nuremberg Code, developed for the Nuremberg Military Tribunal as standards by which 

to judge the human experimentation conducted by the Nazis (45 CFR 46 FAQ’s, 2012). 

The Code captures many of what are now taken to be the basic principles governing the 

ethical conduct of research involving human subjects. 
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Basic regulations governing the protection of human subjects in research supported or 

conducted by HHS (then the Department of Health, Education and Welfare) were first 

published in 1974. In the United States, a series of highly publicized abuses in research led 

to the enactment of the 1974 National Research Act, which created the National 

Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research. 

One of the charges to the National Commission was to identify the basic ethical principles 

that should underlie the conduct of biomedical and behavioral research involving human 

subjects and to develop guidelines to assure that such research is conducted in accordance 

with those principles (45 CFR 46 FAQ’s, 2012).  In 1978, the Commission published 

“Ethical Principles and Guidelines for the Protection of Human Subjects of Research,” also 

known as the Belmont Report, named after the Belmont Conference Center where the 

Commission met when drafting the report (45 CFR 46-FAQ’s, 2012). The Belmont Report 

identifies three fundamental ethical principles for all human subjects’ research: respect for 

persons, beneficence, and justice.  Largely based upon the elements of the Belmont Report, 

HHS regulations are codified at 45 CFR Part 46, subparts A through E, which are upheld 

by the OHRP. 

The FDA was involved early and often in human subjects’ protection (Carpenter, 2004). 

The FDA's Investigational New Drug Regulations of 1963 included requirements for 

informed consent and human subjects’ protections in clinical trials with investigational 

new drugs. The FDA's formal capacity in regulating clinical research is augmented by the 

day-to-day field and enforcement activities that the agency devotes to human subjects’ 

protection. The FDA launched its Bioresearch Monitoring Program in 1977, which 
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included inspection of clinical investigators, biopharmaceutical laboratories, toxicology 

laboratories, and IRBs.  When deficiencies are found, the FDA may issue a warning letter 

to institutions detailing "significant deficiencies" in IRB oversight. If the deficiencies are 

serious enough, the FDA can disqualify both the IRB and the clinical investigator 

(Carpenter, 2004). 

The FDA cannot disqualify physicians from medical practice, nor can it prohibit 

universities from engaging in research. What backs up the FDA's human subjects’ 

regulations is its authoritative gatekeeping role in the pharmaceutical and medical device 

marketplaces (Carpenter, 2004).  In addition, since research funding is the lifeblood of any 

research endeavor, FDA sanctions can do enormous implicit and explicit damage to the 

careers and livelihoods of researchers and research organizations that violate federal law 

(Carpenter, 2004). 

The National Institutes of Health’s Office for Human Research Protections (OHRP), part 

of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), provides leadership in the 

protection of the rights, welfare, and wellbeing of subjects involved in research conducted 

or supported by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) (OHRP Fact 

Sheet, 2012). OHRP helps ensure this by providing clarification and guidance, developing 

educational programs and materials, maintaining regulatory oversight, and providing 

advice on ethical and regulatory issues in biomedical and social-behavioral research. 
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The OHRP is organized into three primary divisions – the Division of Compliance 

Oversight, the Division of Education and Development, and the Division of Policy and 

Assurances (see Figure 3 below). 

 

Figure 3: OHRP Organization Chart  

 

 

 

According to OHRP’s Fact Sheet, OHRP’s Division of Compliance Oversight (DCO) 

evaluates written substantive indications of noncompliance with 45 CFR 46 (2012).  OHRP 

asks the institution involved to investigate the allegations and to provide OHRP with 

a written report of its investigation. The Office then determines what, if any, regulatory 

action needs to be taken to protect human research subjects.  The DCO also conducts a 

program of not-for-cause surveillance evaluations of institutions, and receives, reviews, 

and responds to incident reports from Assured institutions (OHRP Fact Sheet, 2012). 
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OHRP’s Division of Education and Development provides guidance to individuals and 

institutions conducting federally funded human subject research and holds national and 

regional conferences.   They also participate in professional, academic, and association 

conferences and develop/distribute resource materials in an effort to improve protections 

for human research subjects (OHRP Fact Sheet, 2012). 

OHRP’s Division of Policy and Assurances prepares policies and guidance documents and 

interpretations of requirements for human subject protections and disseminates this 

information to the research community, as stated on OHRP’s Fact Sheet (2012). The 

Division also administers the Federalwide Assurances of Compliance and registration of 

institutional review boards. 

In terms of the relevant areas of regulatory oversight for OHRP and the FDA, OHRP 

requirements apply to all types of human subjects’ research (e.g. greater that minimal risk, 

minimal risk, drugs, questionnaires, etc.).  In contrast, FDA oversight is strictly limited to 

research involving the use of FDA-regulated articles, such as drugs, medical devices, 

biological agents, and radiation-emitting products.  If a particular research project does not 

involve such a test article, the oversight does not fall under the purview of the FDA.  OHRP 

derives its regulatory authority from 45 CFR 46, Subparts A-E (also known as the Common 

Rule because of its applicability to many federal agencies…including the FDA).  For the 

FDA, applicable regulations are much more applicable to the type(s) of products being 

regulated, including 21 CFR 50 (human subjects protection), 21 CFR 56 (IRBs), 21 CFR 

312 (IND’s), 21 CFR 812 (IDE’s), 21 CFR 58 (GLP), 21 CFR 4 (Combination Products), 
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21 CFR 600 (Biologics) and others.  A comprehensive listing of the comparative regulatory 

requirements between the FDA and OHRP are provided in Attachment A (Comparison of 

FDA and HHS Human Subject Protection Regulations, 2009). 

Both the OHRP and FDA play significant roles in the governance and regulation of human 

subjects’ research in the U.S.  There are many similarities in their respective regulatory 

requirements, as well as some key differences.  One area of divergence for the FDA and 

OHRP is their applicable source(s) of power in regulating research activities. 

OHRP typically derives its authority from its ties to federal research funding.  Specifically, 

if an individual or organization wishes to engage in human subjects research activities 

funded whole or in part by federal dollars (e.g. NIH or NSF grants), they must first agree 

to abide by the regulations set forth by OHRP and, in particular, the Common Rule.   This 

requirement is codified through the execution of a document known as a Federalwide 

Assurance (FWA) between OHRP and the grantee organization.  Within the FWA, the 

grantee provides information about their organization, including the type(s) and volumes 

of research they perform and they are required to ensure, in writing, that they will abide by 

all federal regulatory requirements and ethical doctrine for any/all research activities 

funded by federal dollars.  Of note is the fact that the FWA also allows a grantee 

organization to elect that they will abide by the same regulatory and ethical standard for all 

research activities, regardless of funding source.  This is usually not elected by 

organizations due to a fear of audits/reprisal if there are compliance or research integrity 

issues surrounding research activities that aren’t federally funded. 
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The FDA derives its authority in a much different manner than that of OHRP.  For the 

FDA, the ability to influence is less about federal funding ties and more about power, 

reputation, and its ability to impact access to markets.  According to Carpenter, from one 

vantage, the agency’s formal authority is limited to the jurisdictions and territories of the 

United States (2010).  It legally tends the boundaries of only one nation. From another 

vantage, however, the FDA rules the entire global pharmaceutical market (Carpenter, 

2010).   This is to say that, because the FDA is the regulatory authority for the world’s 

largest pharmaceutical market, the agency is able to wield power globally via regulatory 

acts, requiring that pharmaceutical companies that wish to market regulated products in the 

U.S. adhere to the standards set forth by the FDA, regardless of the site(s) of clinical trial 

performance. 

Another method through which the FDA exerts influence is through the development of 

perceived power and reputation, primarily as it relates to drug safety for the American 

public.  Perhaps the best example of this is the thalidomide tragedy of the late 1950s and 

early 1960s, during which more than 10,000 children in 46 countries were born with 

deformities as a consequence of thalidomide use by pregnant mothers.  According to 

Carpenter (2010), the visible and evocative horror of the thalidomide tragedy—babies born 

limbless, their pictures scattered across front pages of newspapers and magazines, their 

horrific deformities and stories of agony repeatedly narrated on television and over radio—

created the substrate for a powerful historical lesson.  Drugs were inherently dangerous, 

and the Administration could protect the unaware American family from them, not merely 

through police-like enforcement but through regulatory gatekeeping (Carpenter, 2010).   
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Despite being etiologically divergent, the power held by both the OHRP and FDA are both 

examples of the Foucauldian concept of “biopolitics”.  Biopolitics is the strategic 

coordination of these power relations in order to extract a surplus of power from living 

beings.  Biopolitics is a strategic relation, not the pure and simple capacity to legislate or 

legitimize sovereignty.  Biopolitical functions of coordination and determination concede 

that biopower, from the moment it begins to operate in this particular manner, is not the 

true source of power.  It can be said that biopower is always born of something other than 

itself (What is biopower, 2012).  In the cases of the OHRP and the FDA, the pursuit of 

federal research funds or the desire to access the American pharmaceutical market provide 

adherence to, and legitimacy of, their influence. [fine to introduce biopolitics/biopower, 

but what analytic work is it doing for you here? Connect to the regulatory role of FDA in 

the previous chapter as an agency that positions itself as protecting human lives? What are 

the (bio)politics of its conceptions and modes of protection vis-à-vis precision medicine?  

Impact of Precision Medicine on Regulatory Structures 

The impact of precision medicine on regulatory oversight mechanisms and processes 

cannot be over-stated.  In 2019, the FDA’s Center for Drug Evaluation and Research 

(CDER) approved 48 novel drugs (Nature, 2020).  “Among these approved drugs, were 

targeted drugs, including 27 small molecules, 3 antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs), 1 RNA 

interference (RNAi) therapy, 1 antisense oligonucleotide, 4 monoclonal antibodies 

(mAbs), 1 recombinant fusion protein, and 2 synthetic peptide analogs” (Nature, 2020).  

Applicable targets were kinases, ion channels, exons, enzymes, and receptors. Oncology 
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remained the most important drug discovery area, accounting for 23% (9/39) of the targeted 

drug approvals (Nature, 2020). This dynamic by regulators is directly attributable to 

aforementioned advances in sequencing technologies and the subsequent delineation of 

genetic variants associated with disease.   

 

Assimilations and adaptations by the FDA, and the federal government, have occurred 

through the co-development of strategic, tactical, and policy-related doctrine, as well as 

evolving regulatory review and approval practices when considering marketing 

applications for precision medical products. 

 

In 2013, the FDA published a report entitled Paving the Way for Precision Medicine-

FDA’s Role in a New Era of Medical Product Development.  The report sought to shed 

light on the concept of precision medicine.  In the report, the FDA stated that “what is new 

is that paradigmatic developments in science and technology offer new promise for 

developing targeted therapeutics and tools for predicting who will respond to a medical 

therapy or who will suffer ill effects” (2013, p. 4).  To be clear, these are lofty aspirations 

with many overlapping components.  As a result, by the time President Obama presented 

his vision to the nation, several key policy decisions had either already occurred or would 

be taken by the federal government, as follow: 

 

In August 2011, the FDA released its Advancing Regulatory Science at FDA strategic plan, 

which included provisions for stimulating innovation in clinical evaluations and precision 
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medicine and others to ensure the FDA’s readiness to evaluate innovative emerging 

technologies (FDA, 2011).  In October 2013, the FDA released another publication entitled 

Paving the Way for Precision Medicine – FDA’s Role in a New Era of Medical Product 

Development (FDA, 2013).  In the report, the FDA stated their “responsibility for ensuring 

that drugs, devices, and biologics are safe and effective provides the agency with a unique 

perspective on both the successes and failures that occur in medical product development 

and special insight into the emergence and direction of the field of precision medicine” 

(FDA, 2013, p. 11).  In August 2014, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) released its 

Genomic Data Sharing Policy that required all federal funding grant applications submitted 

for the January 25, 2015 deadline and thereafter, that were intended to generate large-scale 

human or non-human genomic data (as well as the use of these data for subsequent 

research), to include a plan for sharing of those data via approved digital repositories 

accessible to the scientific community (NIH, 2014). The policy defined large-scale data as 

including genome-wide association studies (GWAS), single nucleotide polymorphisms 

(SNP) arrays, and genome sequence, transcriptomic, metagenomic, epigenomic, and gene 

expression data, irrespective of funding level and funding mechanism (e.g., grant, contract, 

cooperative agreement, or intramural support) (NIH, 2014). Lastly, ten days following 

President Obama’s 2015 speech, at a meeting with patients, advocates, scientists, and 

industry leaders, he “shared his vision of moving the U.S. into an era where medical 

treatment can be tailored to each individual patient” (NIH, 2015, p. 1).  Afterward, the NIH 

developed the PMI Cohort Program (PMI-CP) to develop a plan for public engagement 

through the genomic sequencing of at least one million participants over four years to 
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facilitate the analysis of the genetic profiles of the most challenging diseases of our time 

(NIH, 2015).  This program became known as the All of Us research program. 

 

In response to such advancements, the FDA issued a 2011 Strategic Plan for Regulatory 

Science, outlining eight priority areas within the realm of regulatory science which were 

determined to be essential to the advancement of their regulatory mission, with a ninth 

being added in 2013 (FDA, 2011). 

 

One such priority area for the FDA is Increasing Choice and Competition through 

Innovation.  According to the FDA, individualized therapies have become increasingly 

feasible due to improved understanding of individual variability and identifying new 

ultrarare genetic diseases with next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies. The 

challenges and opportunities for utilizing FDA-regulated products as individualized 

therapeutics span the product lifecycle: the development of robust manufacturing and 

assurance of product quality, extent of preclinical testing to support regulatory evaluation, 

the collection of clinical evidence with a very small number of patients worldwide (e.g., 

populations as small as one patient). These issues impact safety and effectiveness 

evaluation, and sustainability. 

 

To realize the promise of precision medicine and individualized therapeutics, FDA sees a 

critical need for more mechanistic understanding, improved manufacturing capabilities, 

and additional tools. FDA is exploring new technologies (omics) to advance major 
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breakthroughs in thinking about diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of disease. The FDA 

created precisionFDA, a cloud-based community research and development portal that 

engages users across the world to share data and tools to test, pilot, and validate existing 

and new bioinformatics approaches to NGS processing. Pharmacogenetics studies how 

individuals respond differently to drug therapies based on their genetic make-up or genes 

using technology such as NGS which allows sequencing of a human’s entire genome in a 

short period of time (as short as one day). This technology combined with others enables 

researchers to identify precise genetic, mechanistic, or lifestyle reasons to understand why 

certain individuals or subpopulations respond positively or negatively when treated for the 

same disease with the same drug. Being able to more precisely classify the genetic basis of 

diseases and drug responses through diagnostic tests and devices enables the development 

of mechanistically targeted therapeutics. 

 

In addition to such publications and policy-related steps, the FDA is concurrently taking 

measures to assimilate precision medical products into its evaluative processes in 

determining whether to approve a product’s marketing application to the FDA.  However, 

such prioritization does not suggest that advancement of regulatory science is without 

challenges. 

 

To explore this process further, I spoke with a senior official in the FDA’s Center for 

Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER) who was directly involved in the review and 

approval process for tisagenlecleucel.  During our conversation, he reported that precision 
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medical technologies, while holding tremendous promise for the treatment and/or 

eradication of disease, present challenges to the regulatory community. Specifically, 

traditional medical products are designed to act upon certain attributes of a disease or 

medical condition, whereas precision medical products recontextualize clinical disorders 

based upon genetic variants or mutations, thereby challenging the classification of disease. 

 

One of the most salient challenges discussed was the ability, or rather the inability, to gather 

much evidence in support of a product’s claim to evoke a medical impact on a clinical 

condition.  This is to say that the ability to target therapeutic compounds to a single or small 

group of genetic variants or mutations reduces the overall number of subjects that can be 

evaluated in the course of clinical trials.  This scenario presents a challenge to regulatory 

personnel and their ability to characterize or quantify effect.  This is to say that the 

standardization of disease allows the standardization of tests of efficacy and measures of 

what counts as efficacy.  So, measuring effect in the old paradigm is predicated on disease 

being standard(izable). He continued to report that, within the new paradigm of precision 

medical products, when the effect is dramatic, this does not impede the regulatory approval 

process.  However, when the clinical effect is small or non-existent on average across all 

cases presented as part of a marketing application, then the problem has not been solved.  

While this approach may support the rejection of a product’s marketing application, it may 

also be confounded by the limited evidence available for consideration. 
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When the FDA evaluates a marketing application for a medical product, the goal is to meet 

a statutory standard that demonstrates that a drug is safe and effective for its labeled 

indications under its labeled conditions of use (FDA, 2016).  To evaluate a drug’s 

application against this standard, an entire series of events ensues, involving dozens of 

people who evaluate specific aspects of the application.  These include safety/effectiveness, 

analysis of pre-clinical studies, manufacturing processes, labeling, potency, sterility, 

statistics, and epidemiological concerns.  As a result of limited evidence, it is often the case 

that approval or disapproval outcomes are subject to individual interpretation, resulting in 

a lack of consensus. Within the Administration, precision medical products are presenting 

challenges to the historical standards through which the FDA evaluates the targeted 

condition and available treatments, risks and benefits presented from clinical data, and 

potential strategies for managing risks (FDA, 2019 b).  This is largely due to the fact that 

precision medical practice is, in some ways, at odds with historical disease standardization 

models, built upon clinical presentation and phenotypical symptomatology, due to their 

targeted variant specificity that may not align with traditional diagnostics.  As such, 

precision medicine is introducing a new epistemology that de-standardizes modes of 

standardization and, concurrently, existing regulatory standards.  Consequently, there is 

much more uncertainty in terms of product safety and effectiveness and the tolerance level 

of regulatory personnel. 

 

This scenario is representative of bounded rationality, a way of thinking about decisions 

made by individuals and institutions that incorporates constraints on time, information, and 
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cognitive resources (Lewallen, et al, 2016). According to Lewallen, “Herbert Simon, James 

March, and other scholars in the social sciences developed the concept of bounded 

rationality in the mid-twentieth century as a response to the rational, comprehensive 

decision-making model. In a comprehensive rationality model, decision makers' priorities 

do not change (they have stable preferences), and they seek out as much information as 

they need to make a decision that yields their most preferred feasible outcome (they 

“maximize” their utilities)” (2016).  Further, in his 2020 article entitled Unknown Knowns, 

Sarewitz states that “because the world is far too rich and complex for full comprehension 

by anyone, unknown knowns are a necessary cognitive strategy for allowing each of us to 

maintain a view of things coherent enough to allow us to act in the world” (2020).  For the 

FDA regulatory scientist, this requires the assimilation and understanding of a limit set of 

information in order to render a decision regarding the approvability of a drug.  

 

According to the FDA, in its marketing application review of  Kymriah, one single-arm 

trial supported the BLA application, CCTL019B2202 (B2202). Two additional studies that 

utilized the University of Pennsylvania CTL019 product were provided for safety and 

efficacy comparison (CCTL019B2205J [B2205J] and CCLT019B2101J [B2101J]) (n.d.). 

They were both conducted at the University of Pennsylvania. CCTL019B2101J 

(UPCC04409) which was a pilot study of anti-CD19 CAR T cells in CD19+ leukemia and 

lymphoma. Six patients with acute lymphoblastic leukemia (n=6) were treated. The mean 

age of the adult ALL patients was 50 years (SD 15.77) and one was under 40 years of age 

(26 years, diagnosed at age 18). CCTL019A2201 was a dose optimization trial for patients 
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with CD19+ CLL. No formal comparability study of tisagenlecleucel and the University 

of Pennsylvania and Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia CTL019 was conducted, and there 

were differences in manufacturing processes that precludes comparability without 

appropriate analysis. Therefore, this review is limited to B2202 for safety and efficacy. The 

primary efficacy and safety analyses for the BLA were based on data from Study B2202. 

Eighty-eight patients were enrolled. Sixty-eight patients received tisagenlecleucel from the 

U.S. (n=63) or the German (n=5) manufacturing sites. This clinical review for efficacy 

focused on the 63 patients treated with tisagenlecleucel from the U.S. manufacturing plant 

in Morris Plains, New Jersey and focused on the confirmation of the primary endpoint of 

best overall remission rate (ORR, equals complete remission [CR] plus CR with incomplete 

hematologic recovery]) within 3 months of the infusion of tisagenlecleucel as determined 

by an independent review committee (IRC), secondary endpoints of status of minimal 

residual disease at time of best overall response (BOR), duration of response, overall 

survival, and relapse-free survival.  

 

The FDA was confronted with a risk/benefit analysis that required them to consider both 

the citizen consumer (i.e., patients) and their collective need for access to potentially life-

saving treatment along with the potential for serious clinical side effects as a result of such 

treatment.  Within this framework, the FDA opted for a conservative approach to its 

approval of Kymriah by approving the product for market entry by Novartis while requiring 

significant post-market measures to be taken on the part of Novartis and clinical sites in 

terms of patient and staff education, as well as the requirement to collect additional post-
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market surveillance data.  This decision was, in my opinion, a result of limited clinical data 

that was also characterized by a significant treatment effect.  That is, although the data was 

limited relative to traditional marketing applications for traditional drug products, the 

treatment outcomes for clinical trial participants were profound in their support of Kymriah 

as a promising treatment for ALL patients. 

 

During its review of  Foundation Medicine’s F1CDx test, the FDA characterized the test 

as “a next generation sequencing based in vitro diagnostic device for detection of 

substitutions, insertion and deletion alterations (indels) and copy number alterations 

(CNAs) in 324 genes and select gene rearrangements, as well as genomic signatures 

including microsatellite instability (MSI) and tumor mutational burden (TMB) using DNA 

isolated from formalin-fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) tumor tissue specimens” (FDA, 

2017c).  For the FDA, the F1CDx test represented a more comprehensive companion 

diagnostic than they had previously considered for market approval due to the extensive 

number of genetic mutations and genomic signatures it claimed to identify, as well as its 

ability to align such findings with existing targeted therapeutics in a single comprehensive 

report.  F1CDx was designed to serve as a companion diagnostic for medical practitioners 

to help with the identification of patients who may benefit from treatment with targeted 

therapies in accordance with their product labeling (FDA, 2017c).  The list of targeted 

therapies and clinical indications associated with the F1CDx test are shown in Table 2 

below. 
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Table 2.  F1CDx Test Indications and Targeted Therapies (FDA, 2017c). 

Indication Biomarker Therapy 

Non-small cell lung cancer 
(NSCLC) 

EGFR exon 19 deletions and 
EGFR exon 21 L858R 
alterations 

Gilotrif® (afatinib),  
Iressa® (gefitinib), or Tarceva® 
(erlotinib) 

EGFR exon 20 T790M 
alterations T 

Tagrisso® (osimertinib) 

ALK rearrangements Alecensa® (alectinib), Xalkori® 
(crizotinib), or Zykadia® 
(ceritinib) 

BRAF V600E Tafinlar® (dabrafenib) in 
combination with Mekinist® 
(trametinib) 

Melanoma BRAF V600E Tafinlar® (dabrafenib) or 
Zelboraf® (vemurafenib) 

BRAF V600E and V600K Mekinist® (trametinib) or 
Cotellic® (cobimetinib) in 
combination with Zelboraf® 
(vemurafenib) 

Breast cancer ERBB2 (HER2) amplification Herceptin® (trastuzumab), 
Kadcyla® (ado-
trastuzumabemtansine), or 
Perjeta® (pertuzumab) 

Colorectal cancer KRAS wild-type (absence of 
mutations in codons 12 and 13) 

Erbitux® (cetuximab) 

KRAS (exons 2, 3, and 4) and 
NRAS (exons 2, 3, and 4) 

Vectibix® (panitumumab) 

Ovarian cancer BRCA1/2 alterations Rubraca® (rucaparib) 

 

 

The FDA also evaluated F1CDx’s probable risk associated with analytical performance of 

the device, representation of variants, additional and ongoing analytical testing (FDA, 

2017c). In considering the risk/benefit determination of the assay in terms of the potential 

collective benefit for patients, the FDA reported that, given the data provided, their 

analyses supported the marketing approval of the F1CDx test, noting that its probable 

benefits outweighed its probable risks (FDA, 2017c).   This is to say that the FDA, in its 

review of F1CDx, essentially distilled its marketing approval decision down to a risk-
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benefit ratio for patients and their medical care.  They ultimately determined that the 

information revealed by the test for medical practitioners was adequate to offset any 

potential risk to patients and carried the potential to provide actionable information in a 

medical setting that could potentially augment clinical decision-making and benefit 

patients by aligning targeted therapeutics to their individual instances of disease and, 

concurrently, eliminating or minimizing undue risk to patients. 

 

To interrogate this process, I spoke with a representative from the FDA’s Center for 

Devices and Radiological Health’s Office of In Vitro Diagnostics and Radiological Health, 

who informed me that considerations of uncertainty in making risk/benefit determinations 

are subject to a statutory standard in their efforts to demonstrate safety and efficacy for 

applicable product(s).  In the case of precision medical devices, such as companion 

diagnostics like the F1CDx test, they reported that the FDA maintains a standardized 

approach via its statutory standards to navigate issues such as risk, but the specific 

decisions surrounding individual products can vary based upon the contextual details 

surrounding a specific device.  The statutory standard for medical devices, including for 

certain marketing authorizations, reflects this reality by requiring devices to have a 

“reasonable” assurance, rather than an absolute assurance, of safety and effectiveness 

(FDA, 2019a). The extent of uncertainty is contingent on the type of premarket decision 

and its context. As a result, the appropriate uncertainty in a benefit-risk determination to 

support a device premarket decision would depend on the circumstances, including the 

totality of information about the device. In considering uncertainty in benefit-risk 
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determinations, the FDA considers several factors, as appropriate to the circumstances, 

including (FDA, 2019a):  

 

 The extent of the probable benefits of the device, taking into account the type, 

magnitude, probability, duration, and frequency of those benefits, including if the 

probable benefits are greater than those of approved or cleared alternative 

treatments or diagnostics or the standard of care;  

 The extent of the probable risks of the device, taking into account the severity, type, 

number, rates, probability, and duration of those risks,  including if the probable 

risks are less than those of approved or cleared alternative treatments or diagnostics 

or the standard of care;  

 The extent of uncertainty regarding the benefit-risk profile of approved or cleared 

alternative treatments or diagnostics or the standard of care (e.g., the strength of the 

evidence supporting the alternative treatment or diagnostic);  

 Patients’ perspective on appropriate uncertainty about the probable benefits and 

risks of the device, if available. 

 The extent of the public health need (e.g., seriousness of the illness; benefit-risk 

profile of other available therapeutics or diagnostics, if any, including the current 

standard of care; the portion of the target population for whom there would be a 

positive benefit-risk profile); The feasibility of generating extensive clinical 

evidence premarket based on appropriate considerations, e.g., taking into account 

the prevalence of the disease or condition;  
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 The ability to reduce or resolve remaining uncertainty of a device’s benefit-risk 

profile postmarket (e.g., consideration of FDA’s authority to require postmarket 

data collection and the likelihood that the necessary postmarket data collection will 

be completed within reasonable timeframes);  

 The likely effectiveness of mitigations, such as labeling, and other tools to help 

provide a reasonable assurance of safety and effectiveness of the device, as 

applicable;  

 The type of decision being made (e.g., there is generally likely to be more 

uncertainty surrounding a device’s benefit-risk profile based on the evidence 

submitted in an HDE application, as compared to a PMA, because the standards for 

approval are different); and 

 The probable benefits of earlier patient access to the device (FDA, 2019, p. 10). 

 

From a regulatory classification perspective, the FDA determined that the F1CDx test met 

the definition of a Class III device due to its intended use of diagnosing or mitigating life 

or disease.  However, it was also determined that, despite the existence of commercially 

available genetic sequencing tests, the novel nature of the assay due to its extensiveness 

and ability to align existing targeted therapeutics to a series of genetic mutations or variants 

would not qualify the test as a 510(k) product.  That is, there was no existing predicate 

device on the market at the time of submission to the FDA.  As a result, Foundation 

Medicine was required to submit a Premarket Application (PMA) to the FDA, requiring 

demonstration of safety and efficacy.  Such novel products present challenges to regulators 
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in that there is both uncertainty and risk associated with potential marketing approval 

decision-making.   

 

In their risk analysis of the F1Cdx test, the FDA reported that risk associated with the test 

“included the possibility of inaccurate results that may lead to mismanagement of patients” 

(2017, c).  However, F1CDx demonstrated noninferiority to other companion diagnostics 

and did not introduce additional risks above or beyond other approved devices.  In addition, 

at the pre-marketing stage, the test demonstrated accuracy in detecting biomarkers 

associated with applicable types of cancer (FDA, 2017c).   Despite any potential concerns 

regarding the extensiveness of the F1CDx product, the FDA was able to determine that the 

test satisfactorily performed in a manner consistent with its intended use.  As a result, the 

FDA was able to render a decision to approve Foundation Medicine’s marketing 

application for the F1CDx test that, from my perspective, was based on their validation of 

the test’s accuracy and its potential to provide guidance to medical practitioners regarding 

potential treatment options for patients, while concurrently requiring a post-market risk-

mitigation strategy to remain informed of any potential risks or concerns not fully identified 

or quantified during the premarket phase. 

 

The Kymriah and F1CDx cases are good examples of the impacts and adaptations 

occurring within the premarket phase for precision medical products.  Capital investors are 

responding by broadening their investment portfolios in response to such technologies by 

adopting a stance to avoid errors of omission such that they fail to invest in a promising 
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technology.  Pharmaceutical and medical device companies are assimilating such 

technologies into their portfolios while applying lessons learned during the biotechnology 

boom of the 1990’s and 2000’s.  That is, they are explicitly aware that precision medical 

products are advancing rapidly.  As such, there is market pressure to try and gain a 

competitive advantage, which may prove short lived.  However, there is increasing 

momentum within the pharmaceutical industry to establish public/private collaborations in 

an attempt to mitigate market risk by seeking to delineate future clinical applications for 

their products with minimal additional investment.  Regulators are grappling with the 

destabilization of historical regulatory science models that are heavily reliant on extensive 

clinical data in support of a product’s marketing application.  Further, those models are 

enabled and reliant upon process and disease standardization, which is being perturbed by 

the sheer nature of the emerging new taxonomy of disease and lack of data upon which 

market approval decisions were based.  As a result, new metrics such as effect size are 

emerging, through which regulators are adapting market approval decisions to an evolving 

patient-consumer in order to provide them with access to potentially life-saving 

therapeutics.   

 

When considering the entire ecosystem of stakeholders associated with precision medical 

products, it is interesting to note that what is occurring is the disruption of traditional 

processes in lieu of accompanying innovation by sacrificing traditional elements of the 

premarket phase.  Specifically, regulators are opting to approve such products for 

marketing despite lacking comprehensive expert validation.  That is, the medicalization of 
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such products is being prioritized over comprehensive safety and efficacy data 

characteristic of historical marketing application review models.  Rather, the FDA is 

responding to market pressures from clinicians and patients to provide access to advanced 

therapeutics despite lacking comprehensive safety and efficacy data.  The FDA is able to 

adopt such a position through the requirement of post-market surveillance measures which, 

in effect, position such products into Phase IV trials prior to the completion of Phase III 

data.   Lastly, although all of these adaptations and impacts are occurring within the 

premarket phase of precision medical products, the impact of precision medical 

technologies is not limited to premarket development, investment, and review mechanisms.  

There are also significant impacts occurring during the post-market phase of a product’s 

life cycle, which I will discuss further in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4 – Post-Market Impacts, Adaptations, and the Assimilation of Precision 
Medical Products 

 

At this point, I will transition to the post-market phase for precision medical products 

approved for entry into the U.S. market.  During the FDA’s review of Kymriah, perhaps 

the most concerning of potential side effects was Cytokine Release Syndrome (CRS), 

which the FDA determined warranted attention on the part of the manufacturer.  CRS is a 

systemic response to the activation and proliferation of CAR T cells.  CRS includes a 

spectrum of clinical events, including high fevers, hypozia, hypotension, and malaise.  CRS 

generally occurs within 1 to 14 days following anti-CD19 CAR T cell therapy. Duration is 

variable and dependent upon the severity of clinical events. 

 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, during the regulatory review process of tisagenlecleucel, the 

potential for CRS was a significant concern in terms of risk to patients.  In a Clinical 

Information Request to Novartis dated August 7, 2017, the FDA requested that they 

provide information on all subjects intubated for CRS to include subject ID number, 

duration, median and mean time of intubation, and study start/end dates for such 

intubations (FDA, 2017d).   

 

As a result, the FDA determined that the life-threatening and fatal adverse reactions 

warrant warnings, including a boxed warning for CRS and neurotoxicity (See Appendix F 

-  Kymriah Boxed Warning and Package Insert), and a Risk Evaluation and Mitigation 

Strategy (REMS) (see Appendix G – Kymriah Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy 
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(REMS) Document: Kymriak (tisagenlecleucel) REMS Program).  According to the 

FDA’s draft guidance entitled FDA’s Application of Statutory Factors in Determining 

When a REMS is Necessary, “the Food and Drug Administrative Amendments Act of 2007 

created section 505-1 of the FD & C Act, which authorizes FDA to require a REMS for 

certain drugs if FDA determines that a REMS is necessary to ensure that the benefits of a 

drug outweigh its risks” (2016).  For Kymriah, the FDA determined that the 

Communication Plan as proposed by Novartis would not be sufficient; instead, a REMS 

with elements to assure safe use (ETASU) was the appropriate approach. The focus of the 

REMS ETASU was site preparation, patient education, and risk mitigation strategies with 

emphasis on recognition and treatment of CRS and neurotoxicity (FDA Draft Guidance, 

2016).  

 

Given that the available safety data suggested that a Risk Evaluation and Mitigation 

Strategy (REMS) was indicated, Novartis was sent a Risk Evaluation and Mitigation 

Strategy (REMS) Memorandum on August 2, 2017. The FDA required the submission of 

a REMS to ensure that the benefits of tisagenlecleucel outweigh the risks (see Appendix H 

– Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy (REMS) Memorandum).  

 

As detailed in Appendix G – Kymriah Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy (REMS) 

Document: Kymriah (tisagenlecleucel) REMS Program, the REMS also required an 

implementation system to monitor, evaluate, and work to improve the implementation of 

the ETASU that require health care settings that dispense the drug be specially certified 
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and the drug be dispensed to patients only in certain health care settings, specifically, 

certified hospitals and affiliated clinics with appropriate access to tocilizumab (FDA, 

2017f). Novartis was asked to include an intervention plan to address any findings of non-

compliance with the elements to assure safe use and to address any findings that suggest 

an increase in risk.  

 

Existing procedures for the training and certification of the investigational sites (e.g., 

affiliated outpatient clinics and hospitals) should be included in the REMS. Novartis was 

asked to incorporate the components of their REMS Communication Plan into the ETASU, 

as follow (FDA, 2017f).  

 

For Hospitals: 

1. To become certified to dispense tisagenlecleucel, hospitals and associated clinics 

must: a. Designate an authorized representative on behalf of the hospital.  

b. Ensure the authorized representative is assigned to the program for 

tisagenlecleucel and oversees implementation and compliance with the 

Tisagenlecleucel REMS Program requirements by the following:  

i. Complete the training and successfully complete the Tisagenlecleucel REMS 

Program Knowledge Assessment.  

ii. Ensure all relevant staff involved in the prescribing, dispensing or administering 

of tisagenlecleucel are trained on the REMS Program requirements per the training 
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materials and successfully complete the Tisagenlecleucel REMS Program 

Knowledge Assessment, and maintain a record of training.  

iii. Goals of the training include: Informing prescribers and other staff about the 

risks, clinical manifestations, and management of cytokine release syndrome (CRS) 

and neurotoxicity with tisagenlecleucel.  

c. Put processes and procedures in place to ensure the following requirements are 

completed prior to dispensing and administering tisagenlecleucel:  

i. Verify tocilizumab (two doses) is ordered and available for administration before 

a dose of tisagenlecleucel is administered.  

ii. Instruct families and patients that, they must remain within 2 hours of the hospital 

that administered the tisagenlecleucel for 3-4 weeks, so that if they develop CRS or 

neurotoxicity, they can return.  

iii. The patient and family: wallet cards to remind them of the signs and symptoms 

of CRS and neurotoxicity that require medical attention.  

2. As a condition of certification:  

a. The certified hospital must recertify if the hospital designates a new authorized 

representative or if additional healthcare personnel are added to their staff. Routine 

re-education of all staff by the certified hospital representative should be included 

in the REMS plan.  

b. Report any adverse events suggestive of cytokine release syndrome, 

neurotoxicity, or suspected unexpected serious adverse reactions (SUSARS) to the 

tisagenlecleucel.  
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c. Maintain documentation for the Tisagenlecleucel REMS Program, and provide 

this documentation upon request to Novartis, FDA, or a third party acting on behalf 

of Novartis or FDA.  

d. Comply with audits by the applicant, FDA, or a third party acting on behalf of 

the applicant or FDA to ensure that all processes and procedures are in place and 

are being followed for the Tisagenlecleucel REMS Program.  

e. Dispense tisagenlecleucel to patients only after verifying tocilizumab is ordered 

and ready for administration within 2 hours of the order. A second dose must also 

be available.  

 

For Novartis:  

To implement the Tisagenlecleucel REMS Program in hospitals, Novartis must: 

a. Ensure that hospitals that dispense tisagenlecleucel are certified, see above. 

b. Provide initial live training for healthcare providers who prescribe, dispense, or 

administer tisagenlecleucel to ensure that the hospital can complete the certification 

process for the Tisagenlecleucel REMS Program for new dispensing institutions. 

For recertification for the Tisagenlecleucel REMS Program, the training should be 

placed on a website accessible to treatment sites for tisagenlecleucel.  

c. Ensure that hospitals are notified when they have been certified by the 

Tisagenlecleucel REMS Program.  
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d. Verify annually that the authorized representative’s name and contact 

information correspond to those of the current designated authorized representative 

for the certified hospital.  

e. Provide the REMS materials listed below to all healthcare providers at new sites 

who: (1) attempt to order tisagenlecleucel and are not yet certified or (2) inquire 

about how to become certified.  

• Tisagenlecleucel REMS Program Knowledge Assessment • Slides for Live 

Training/Hospital Training material(s)  

• Tisagenlecleucel REMS Program Hospital Enrollment Form  

• Tisagenlecleucel REMS Program website  

• Tisagenlecleucel Patient Wallet Card  

4. To further implement the Tisagenlecleucel REMS Program. Novartis must:  

a. Ensure that tisagenlecleucel is only distributed to certified hospitals.  

b. Maintain a validated secure database of hospitals that are certified to dispense 

tisagenlecleucel in the tisagenlecleucel REMS Program.  

c. Maintain records of tisagenlecleucel distribution and dispensing to certified 

hospitals to meet the REMS requirements.  

d. Maintain a Tisagenlecleucel REMS Program Call Center and a REMS Program 

Website. The REMS Program Website must include the option to print the Package 

Insert, the Medication Guide, and tisagenlecleucel REMS materials. The 

tisagenlecleucel product website must include a prominent REMS-specific link to 

the tisagenlecleucel REMS Program Website (not the reverse).  
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e. Ensure that Tisagenlecleucel REMS Program website is fully operational and the 

REMS materials listed in or appended to the tisagenlecleucel REMS document are 

available through the tisagenlecleucel REMS Program Website and by calling the 

tisagenlecleucel REMS Program Call Center.  

f. Monitor that the certified hospitals are evaluating their training program on a 

regular basis to ensure the requirements of the tisagenlecleucel REMS Program are 

being met; institute corrective action if noncompliant, and decertify hosptials that 

do not maintain compliance with the REMS.  

g. Maintain an ongoing annual audit plan that involves hospitals and audit all newly 

certified hospitals within 180 calendar days after the hospital places its first order 

for tisagenlecleucel to ensure that all processes and procedures are in place and 

functioning to support the requirements of the Tisagenlecleucel REMS Program.  

h. Take reasonable steps to improve implementation of and compliance with the 

requirements in the Tisagenlecleucel REMS Program. 

The Pharmacovigilance Reviewer also concluded that long-term safety in patients 

treated with tisagenlecleucel needs to be confirmed as a postmarketing requirement 

(PMR). The applicant has submitted a postmarketing Study CCTL019B2401 

(B2401) as the means to address the PMR.  

The study was to be a multicenter, prospective, observational, non-interventional, 

planned safety study. The intent is to follow the recipients of tisagenlecleucel for 

15 years to assess RCR, persistence, and the potential for insertional mutagenesis 

with tisagenlecleucel that is transduced with a lentivirus. The planned enrollment 
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to be recommended by FDA is 1000 patients enrolled within 3 months of 

tisagenlecleucel infusion (enrollment period of 5 years). All enrolled patients will 

be followed for 15 years from their tisagenlecleucel infusion. Standard of care 

follow-up for pediatric and young adult ALL patients will be done. The FDA 

recommended endpoint will be evaluation for second malignancy which will 

include tissue work-up by the applicant for these events. Secondary endpoint will 

be adverse events and laboratory abnormalities, adverse events of special interest 

(CRS, neurotoxicity, infections, prolonged cytopenias), growth and development, 

reproductive status and pregnancy outcomes, and disease outcomes (ORR, OS). 

 

At the completion of its review and, upon requiring all of the aforementioned precautionary 

components, the FDA ultimately approved the Kymriah BLA, authorizing Novartis to 

introduce tisagenlecleucel into interstate commerce with post-market surveillance 

requirements designed to mitigate against undue risk for patients.  These included required 

adverse event reporting in accordance with regulatory requirements for licensed biological 

products found within 21 CFR 600.81; the requirement to conduct a post-marketing, 

prospective, multi-center, observational study to assess the long-term safety of 

tisagenlecleucel and the risk of all secondary malignancies occurring after treatment with 

tisagenlecleucel (FDA, 2017e). The study is required to include at least 1000 pediatric and 

young adult patients with relapsed / refractory B cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia; the 

enrolled patients will be followed for 15 years after the product administration (FDA, 

2017e).  The rationale for the FDA’s decision to bring Kymriah to market while, 
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concurrently, requiring extensive post-market surveillance measures was, in my opinion, 

twofold.  That is, by approving Kymriah, the FDA was able to provide a service to patients 

through a bioconstitutional imaginary of the patient-consumer.  In doing so, the FDA was 

able to position themselves as an imaginary of being a positive steward of the collective 

well-being of patients and provided clinicians with additional resources in their treatment 

arsenal for a targeted patient population.  Given these approaches and governance 

perspectives, I believe this was an easy decision for the FDA in that, considered the small 

patient population for whom Kymriah would be prescribed, the potential for undue risk to 

patients was low, while the likelihood of a positive public perception of providing 

clinicians and patients with access to this potentially curative precision medical therapeutic 

was high.  As such, the approval of Kymriah was, for the FDA, a low-risk high-reward 

scenario through which they could reconfigure and sacrifice certain aspects of the 

premarket approval review and collect additional safety and efficacy information via post-

market surveillance requirements and studies.   

 

In addition to the above-mentioned post-market requirements, the FDA also required the 

submission of a risk evaluation and mitigation strategy (REMS) with the following 

requirements (FDA, 2017e): 

(1) For the first (6 month) assessment only:  

Provide the following information on Kymriah REMS Program Implementation:  

a. Date Kymriah REMS website went live  

b. Date REMS Call Center operational  
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c. Date hospitals were able to complete REMS certification process  

d. Date of first notification of hospital certification  

e. Number of hospitals that were trained by Novartis prior to August 1, 2017.  

(2) For the 12-month and subsequent annual assessments:  

Kymriah REMS Program Infrastructure and Performance  

a. Hospital enrollment and education statistics  

i. List of all enrolled hospital sites, location, date of enrollment, and method 

(e.g., online, fax) of enrollment and date of certification notification  

ii. Number of incomplete enrollments at the time of assessment data lock  

iii. Number and date and format (live, webcast) of training on Kymriah 

REMS 

iv. Number of knowledge assessments completed by hospital personnel 

other than the authorized representative, by certified hospital.  

v. Mean and range of attempts to successfully complete knowledge 

assessment  

vi. Summary of most frequently missed questions  

b. Utilization  

i. Number and age of patients treated with Kymriah; provide number treated 

at each certified hospital  

ii. Number and age of patients for which Kymriah was ordered but never 

infused and the reason(s) that the patient was not treated; provide number 
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of occurrences at each certified hospital for each reporting period and 

cumulatively  

iii. Time between certification and first order for Kymriah for each hospital  

c. Compliance with Kymriah REMS program  

i. Number and name of non-certified hospitals that have treated a patient 

with Kymriah and any corrective actions taken to prevent future 

occurrences (e.g., provision of REMS Training slides, REMS Hospital 

Certification form) and the number of these that subsequently became 

certified.  

ii. Audits  

1. A summary of findings from first order audits and annual audits and 

any action taken and outcome of actions to prevent future occurrences  

iii. Summary of monitoring findings for monitoring conducted during the 

reporting period by hospital, including any corrective and preventative 

actions (CAPA)  

iv. Any additional non-compliance, source of report, resulting corrective 

and preventative actions. 

 d. Kymriah REMS Program Call center  

i. Number of contacts by stakeholder type (patient/parent/legal guardian, 

prescriber, hospital authorized representative, other HCP, other)  

ii. Summary of frequently asked questions (FAQ) by stakeholder type.  
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iii. Summary of any non-compliance that is identified through call center 

contacts, source of report and resulting corrective and preventative 

actions.  

 

Lastly, the approval required the implementation of Knowledge, Attitudes, and Behavior 

(KAB) surveys will be conducted with those who prescribe, dispense, or administer 

Kymriah as well as hospital authorized representatives, in order to assess their awareness 

and understanding of the risks of Kymriah and the mitigation strategies as outlined in the 

REMS goals and objectives (FDA, 2017e).  

 

For the F1CDx test, data provided in its PMA supported the reasonable assurance of safety 

and effectiveness of the device when used in accordance with the indication for use. As a 

result, the FDA’s Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH) issued an approval 

order on November 30, 3017, with the following final conditions (FDA, 2017c):  

1.  Foundation Medicine would provide additional clinical concordance 

data to support the performance of your device within the appropriate 

clinical contexts. Please perform concordance testing against additional 

approved CDx devices for their respective approved clinical indications.   

In requiring this step, the FDA was able to facilitate F1CDx’s market 

entry while concurrently continuing to have Foundation collect efficacy 

data for the test to ensure its accuracy 
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2.  Provide clinical response data for NSCLC patients with an EGFR 

T790M mutation detected with mutant allele frequency (MAF) < 5% 

who were subsequently treated with Tagrisso® (osimertinib). This will 

support the clinical performance of your device for patients detected as 

positive by F1CDx (with MAF < 5%) who were considered negative by 

another approved CDx.  

 

3.  Provide results from additional testing of clinical samples to establish 

the analytical performance characteristics of your device for all variant 

types and genomic signatures that may be detected. Please ensure that 

the samples adequately represent the ranges of CNAs, rearrangements, 

MSI and TMB that are detected by your device, with consideration 

given to the fusion partners (for rearrangements) and the reportable 

ranges (for MSI and TMB).  

 

4.  Provide software documentation for validating and implementing 

software changes required to generate the test report. The applicant’s 

manufacturing facilities have been inspected and found to be in 

compliance with the device Quality System (QS) regulation (21 CFR 

820). 
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FDA’s consideration of these factors is individualized toward a given device and intended 

to be pragmatic, context-dependent, and consistent with FDA’s statutory and regulatory 

authorities and requirements (FDA, 2019a). According to the FDA, “when considering a 

de novo request, FDA expects that the risks associated with the device would contribute to 

its analysis of uncertainty and the overall benefit-risk profile, recognizing that the FDA 

may be able to accept greater uncertainty due to factors such as whether the device presents 

minimal risks or whether the imposition of special controls can mitigate the risks” (2019, 

p. 12).    

 

Putting all of this into perspective, approaches taken for the approval of Kymriah and 

F1CDx demonstrate that the FDA is adapting to marketing requests for precision medical 

products by subscribing to two approaches, or imaginaries, regarding patients and their 

access to genetic testing.  The first is, as Hurlbut et al. report, affirming “an imaginary of 

the state as facilitator of the liberal agency of the knowledge-able consumer citizen, and 

the right of the consumer to choose for herself what is a good future and how best to achieve 

it”, while the second is similar to that of the United Kingdom, in its governance of 

Alzheimer’s disease and direct-to-consumer genetic testing products, “in keeping with an 

imaginary of the state as responsible for maximizing collective health, (by determining) 

which tests should be made publicly available to individuals (clinical treatment)” (2020). 
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This is to say that the emerging era of precision medicine is impacting the bioconstitutional 

imaginaries of patients, characterizing them as both patient-consumers whose rights and 

protections need to be considered and as downstream beneficiaries of technologies that can 

contribute to the collective health of society. The regulatory review and approval processes 

for both F1CDx and Kymriah substantiate their position as precision medical products that 

challenged existing review standards and practices.  Nonetheless, the FDA, through its 

determination of an acceptable risk-benefit profile despite limited data relative to 

traditional drug products and the lack of a predicate device vis-à-vis accuracy of its results, 

was able to issue market approval for both products with the inclusion of post-market 

surveillance.  By adopting this approach, the FDA is opting to respond to technical 

innovation characteristic of precision medical products by, in some ways, re-establishing 

and routinizing the practical application through which such products are evaluated for 

market approval by placing greater priority on the creation of precision medicine than 

adhering to historical linear models inherent to the marketing review processes for drugs 

and significant risk devices. 

 

Medicalization 

The ultimate proving ground for precision medicine lies within the practice of medicine 

and is facilitated by the doctor-patient relationship.  It is precisely this location through 

which all stakeholders of precision medicine converge, including physician scientists, 

patients, biotechnology companies, big pharma, insurance providers, regulatory agencies, 

investors, and the public.  In doing so, the emergence and evolution is perturbing the 
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manner in which physicians are approach the concept of disease, their approaches to 

clinical care, and the long-term management of patients post-intervention.  

 

The practice of medicine is characterized by such a social context of cognition.  That is, 

medical practice in the United States applies the dynamic concept of “standards of care”, 

which takes into consideration current collective knowledge regarding disease, its 

diagnostic and prognostic characteristics, and cultural dynamics inherent to the practice of 

medicine to provide patients with (hopefully) ethical medical advice, prescriptive 

interventions, and healthcare recommendations.  In this framework, medical communities 

establish thought styles and beliefs within the construct of standards of care.  Similar to 

Fleck’s evolution of knowledge as a result of thought collectives, "standards of care should 

not be thought of as a single, uniform whole” (Kinney, 2004, p. 574). According to Kinney, 

“the development of medical standards of care took off in the 1980s. Medical professional 

associations, specialty societies, and voluntary health organizations became involved in 

developing standards of care in an increasingly rigorous fashion. By the late 1980s, Kinney 

reports that the American Medical Association, working with medical specialty societies, 

launched a major initiative that signaled the endorsement of medical standard-setting by 

the organized medical profession” (2004, p. 574).  Such standards are the result of a 

complex socio-technical network of biomedical researchers, physician-scientists, patients, 

pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies, and regulatory agencies that ultimately 

impact and guide third-party payers as to what specific treatment(s) for which they will 

provide coverage. 
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The concept of a thought collective directly supports the emergence and validation of a 

new taxonomy of disease as a result of the intellectual exchange associated with techno-

scientific advancements surrounding the field of precision medicine. Physicians, 

regulators, patients, and third-party payers are increasingly subscribing to the value of the 

molecular basis of disease.  From a thought collective perspective, the emergence and 

continued galvanization of such an approach is both the product of such technological 

advancement and the mobilization of knowledge throughout the medical and patient 

communities.  From a research perspective, the validation of precision medicine and a new 

taxonomy of disease is only possible through the scientific community’s contribution to 

generalizable knowledge.  For the individual investigator, stand-alone discoveries are not 

considered valid without engagement and intellectual exchange with the knowledge base 

of the collective whole.  It is this exchange of ideas and agreement among members of our 

present-day medical thought collective that is allowing precision medicine and its new 

definition of disease to transition from discovery to standard of care. 

 

The Center for Cancer and Blood Disorders (CCBD) at Phoenix Children’s Hospital (PCH) 

in Phoenix, Arizona, like other prominent academic medical centers, is front and center 

when evaluating the impact of precision medical technologies on medical practice.  For 

patients and their families, the environment is both ominous and promising.  Long patient 

corridors contain infusion bays splashed with vibrant colors and animated pictures to, 

hopefully, diminish the gravity of the situations patients and families are facing.  The 
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CCBD faculty are among the most respected clinicians in the pediatric oncology 

community and they are committed to providing both exceptional patient care and 

knowledge development through an extensive portfolio of clinical trials.  PCH is a 

destination facility for pediatric care and it sees patients from all fifty states and multiple 

international locations. 

 

In an effort to gauge the impact of precision medicine on medical practitioners, I met with 

physician members of the CCBD hematologic oncology medical staff.  During our 

interviews, they reported that precision medicine, while being an immature and evolving 

approach toward medical practice, has been a “game changer” for patients and families.  

That is, they reported that “the entire conversation has changed in recent years due to 

advancements in both genetic-based diagnostic tests and the availability of treatment 

options for some patients”.   This dynamic suggests the de-standardization of physicians’ 

approaches toward clinical care secondary to clinical technical innovation inherent to 

precision medical products. 

 

Hearing such feedback, I inquired how their approach toward medical practice has changed 

due to the emergence of precision medical technologies and diagnostics.  They reported 

that for patients suffering from Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL), they require up-

front genetic testing to delineate genetic mutations and variants associated with an 

individual patient’s instance of disease.  For many of their patients, they are able to offer 

advanced precision medical diagnostics and therapies, such as Foundation Medicine’s 
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F1CDx test and Novartis’ Kymriah CAR T cell therapy.  Such resources have “transformed 

the conversation from survival rates and probability of remission to the potential for a 

curative effect” based upon a single treatment.   

 

The physicians reported to me that they have integrated both F1CDx and Kymriah into 

their practice.  Specifically, they are having all of their leukemia patients complete the 

F1CDx test upon presenting to their clinic as new patients.  The information yielded by the 

test provides them with succinct information that allows them to make medical decisions 

for patients in a more efficient manner than in the past.  For the subset of patients whose 

genetic profiles and clinical parameters meet the criteria for CAR T cell therapy, they offer 

Kymriah as a treatment option.  This scenario exists for newly diagnosed, refractory, and 

relapsed patients.   

 

They also reported that they have worked with Novartis to create an Expanded Access 

Program, within which they are able to enroll patients on a clinical study of Kymriah that 

diverges from the clinical indications and parameters set forth in the product labeling.  They 

reported that the goal of this program is to determine whether this therapeutic approach can 

prove safe and effective for more patients.  For Novartis, this is a win-win scenario in that 

they are able to collect additional outcomes and safety data that may ultimately be 

supportive of a change in labeling via the FDA’s IND process. 
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Such advancements are also beginning to change the way in which they, as practitioners, 

identify with diseases such as ALL.  That is, concurrent with advancements in the genetic 

analysis of disease, there is an emerging co-production among practitioners to think of a 

disease in terms of its genetic profile, rather than blanket terms such as “cancer” or “ALL”.  

I inquired whether this dynamic is beginning to occur within patient populations and their 

family members, to which they stated “not really as of yet”, especially for “newly 

diagnosed patients”.  According to the physicians, newly diagnosed patients and their 

families are still confronted with a grave diagnosis and still have difficulty processing 

nuanced information beyond the scope of “cancer”.  This is to say that biological 

citizenship among newly diagnosed cancer patients has not yet permeated the evolving new 

taxonomy of disease.  In other words, patients are not yet identifying with their disease as 

having a particular genetic variant or molecular profile.  Rather, the manner in which they 

identify with their instance of disease remains limited to a patient’s initial diagnosis (i.e. 

cancer type.  In contrast, for patients who have been previously diagnosed and failed prior 

therapies, there is a “much greater understanding of things like genetic variants and profiles 

associated with their diagnosis”.  This being said, there is a common characteristic between 

newly diagnosed and previously treated patients that is attributable to precision medical 

advancements.  Specifically, both groups are increasingly seeking out such therapies, such 

as Kymriah, due to the curative potential associated with the approach.  This dynamic is 

suggestive of Latourian Actor Network Theory, through which both practitioners and 

patients are interacting with emergent precision medical technologies in both educational 

and applied practice as a means of diagnosing and treating disease. 
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Despite these positive impacts on medical practice and the efficacy rates among patients, 

precision medicine has begun to confront standards of care within the oncology 

community, at times leaving physicians unsure of how to provide follow-up care to 

patients.  Specifically, in the case of ALL patients successfully treated with CAR T cell 

therapeutic interventions, physicians are unsure whether to follow such outcomes with 

bone marrow transplantation procedures, which would be the standard of care for 

traditional chemotherapeutic interventions, or to simply observe the patients long-term.  

Inquiring about how they are processing such information and how the medical community 

can arrive at a standardized approach to this dilemma, they informed me that future trials 

are warranted to determine the best approach in terms of long-term survival and quality of 

life. 

 

My research revealed that advancements in precision medical technologies is having a 

downstream impact on clinical practice and the manner in which physicians approach both 

their understanding of disease and their approach toward medical interventions.  In the 

oncology community, there is an evolving co-production of knowledge concerning the new 

taxonomy of disease and the practical application of such knowledge.  This scenario is not 

necessarily suggestive of a paradigm shift in the epistemological systems associated with 

the practice of medicine.  Physicians still maintain their reliance on standards of care 

adopted via local application of generalizable knowledge secondary to literature reports or 

revelations of findings at conferences such as ASCO.   What is changing as a result of 
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precision medical advancements is the sources of knowledge production, such as genomic 

data generated from clinical trials and specimen donations, which is facilitating the 

assimilation of the new taxonomy of disease.  Further, the adoption of individual treatment 

advancements such as Kymriah are becoming increasingly the standard within settings 

such as CCBD.  For the medical practitioner, precision medicine is changing the ways in 

which they classify and relate to disease.  Historical, symptomology-based disease 

classification models are increasing being challenged and replaced by an emerging new 

taxonomy of disease based upon molecular markers and genetic variants.  Precision 

medicine is also, in some settings, changing the entire conversation that physicians are 

having with their patients in terms of prognosis and treatment options.  For some patients, 

products such as Kymriah are allowing for the discussion of a curative outcome that was 

previously not achievable.  Also, precision medicine is serving to destabilize existing 

standards of care for medical practitioners, as described earlier in this chapter, by creating 

a level of uncertainty concerning steps for long-term follow-up or next steps for patients 

who attain a level of metabolic remission secondary to treatment with products such as 

Kymriah.  For patients, precision medical products are increasingly being sought out as 

treatment options due to their immense clinical potential.  However, unlike physicians, 

patients are yet to exemplify a level of biosociality as it relates to their individual instances 

of disease.  That is, patients largely continue to relate to their instance of disease via 

traditional disease classification models despite the concurrent advancement of knowledge 

regarding the genetic bases of disease. 
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In summary, precision medical products are having a significant impact on the entire pre- 

and post-market continuum of drug and device development in the United States.  From an 

FDA perspective, to bring a drug or therapeutic to market in the United States, as Carpenter 

states, “it is fair to say that the basic terms, standards, schedules, and rules of modern-day 

drug development have been fashioned by the Administration as much as any other global 

entity” (2010, p. 17).  In doing so, the FDA has shaped the entire narrative surrounding 

drug and device approvals, as well as the perception of well-being for the public as a result 

of such regulatory structures.  Precision medical products have served to destabilize 

historical models of standardization of both process and disease.  In doing so, the FDA is, 

as my research revealed, invoking two bioconstitutional imaginaries, one of a citizen-

consumer who has the right to access novel therapeutics and diagnostics, such as Kymriah 

and F1CDx, and another as a steward of collective public health.  These approaches are 

illustrated by the market approvals of Kymriah and F1CDx as a result of treatment effect 

size and validation of results, despite not having significant amounts of data that would be 

required in historical models of market approval, as well as the requirement of significant 

post-market surveillance measures for both products, allowing the FDA to remain informed 

of any unforeseen or undue risks that may not have been significant in nature or volume 

during the pre-market phase of both products.  Within this paradigm, precision medical 

products have dislodged and destabilized the entire linear drug and medical device 

continuum by having the FDA enact adaptations, occlusions, and priorities within the 

review and approval processes such that the desire to actualize precision medicine as a 

practice is supplanting their traditional models for comprehensive validation via extensive 
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premarket safety and efficacy data in favor of post-market surveillance mechanisms 

through which the FDA can attain such information which concurrently providing patients 

and practitioners with access to novel products such as F1CDx and Kymriah. 
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Chapter 5  – Conclusion 

 

At the beginning of this dissertation, I mentioned the 2000 announcement by President 

Clinton, along with NIH Director Dr. Francis Collins, that the human genome had been 

successfully sequenced, indicating the successful culmination of the Human Genome 

Project (HGP).  During their speech, they spoke to the enormous promise such 

advancements held for the treatment and potential eradication of the most devastating 

diseases of our time.  This event served as an inflection point for the medical and 

biomedical research communities and has led to unprecedented advancements in the areas 

of next generation DNA high throughput sequencing, making it possible to delineate 

genetic variances and molecular aberrations consistent with the presence of and 

susceptibility to diseases.  What has transpired since that announcement is nothing short of 

breathtaking in terms of knowledge development, data generation, and therapeutic 

potential for patients.  The emerging era has become known as “precision medicine” and 

carries the promise that a person’s medical care can one day be tailored to their individual 

needs based upon data gathered through the sequencing of their genetic information and 

the subsequent delineation of molecular aberrations consistent with their individual 

instance of illness or disease. 

 

During their speech, Collins went on to say that “the challenge is to deliver the benefits of 

this work to patients” (Hamburg and Collins 2010).  According to the FDA (2019), 

precision medicine involves aligning the right drugs or treatments with the right patient, 

based on a genetic or molecular understanding of their disease, which is based upon the 
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concept that one personʼs disease isnʼt exactly the same in someone else who seemingly 

has the same disease.  For this to occur successfully for the individual patient, as well as 

the long-term aggregation of “individual patients” who may present with N=1 disease-

specific genetic profiles, there is a necessary engagement and interplay of individual actors.  

Specifically, patients must contribute high quality biospecimens for both targeted and 

unknown future research; basic scientists in universities, private research institutes, and 

academic medical centers must perform sequencing studies and advanced analytics on the 

data yielded by such studies in order to delineate genetic variants associated with disease; 

investors must provide promising technologies with funding mechanisms to advance the 

products from conceptualization and development into the drug and device development 

life-cycle; pharmaceutical, medical device, and biotechnology companies must develop 

novel diagnostics and therapeutics designed to act upon identified genetic targets and test 

those products in pre-clinical and clinical trial settings to demonstrate safety and efficacy, 

the FDA must continue to evolve in adapting and applying regulatory science 

methodologies to evaluate such products for market approval, and medical practitioners 

must embrace such advancements through existing epistemology channels to enhance their 

understanding of a new taxonomy of disease, as well as the occlusion of prior standards of 

care to assimilate precision medical products into practice for applicable patient 

populations.    This is to say that there is an entire ecosystem built around the development, 

advancement, approval, and implementation of precision medical products.  I have 

described these actors throughout this dissertation, but it is important to understand that, 

without their concurrent engagement and evolution, precision medicine as a practice does 
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not happen.  That is, none of these stakeholders is independent or mutually exclusive of 

the others.  Within this framework, and considering the findings from this research, it is 

evident that the pathway from development to medicalization of precision medical products 

is evolved, rather than created, and is being driven by a multitude of factors, depending on 

the specific area within the precision medical ecosystem.  From a capital investment 

perspective, investors are seeking to advance innovation with the hopes of a downstream 

return on investment by licensing or selling intellectual property interests in a promising 

precision medical technology, a stance that is largely driven by market potential and 

speculative value associated with precision medical products.  Pharmaceutical, 

biotechnology, and medical device companies are seeking to gain a competitive advantage 

over competitors through the identification of specific molecular targets associated with 

various diseases that are delineated via the collection and sequencing of specimens from 

patient donors and clinical trial participants.  Further, such companies are increasingly 

embracing public-private partnerships through which they can identify additional diseases 

carrying the same genetic variants as a means of long-term financial risk mitigation relative 

to their product development investments.  Regulators are opting to prioritize the 

medicalization of precision medical products through the amendment of historical linear 

standardized models of regulatory science and definitive premarket validation based upon, 

in my opinion, market pressures resulting from patient populations seeking effective 

treatments to the most significant diseases of our time, such as ALL.  In doing so, the FDA 

is maintaining its role as gatekeeper and protector of citizen consumers and collective 

public health.  Medical practitioners are increasingly integrating precision medical 
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products into their practice in response to similar patient-centric market pressures and in 

an effort to provide patients with the right treatment at the right time. 

 

The precision medical movement is not only having a profound impact on the manner in 

which products are developed, evaluated, and approved for marketing, but also what it 

means to be a patient.  That is, patients are no longer merely a set of acute symptomotology 

for which medical interventions are prescribed.  Rather, precision medicine concurrently 

re-characterizes patients as subjects of intervention and objects of information.  That is, 

disease risk equates to a method of self-identification and, in addition to being biosocial, 

also subjects individuals to potentially perpetual therapeutic consumption, turning them 

into almost always already patients‑in‑waiting (Sunder-Rajan, 2007).  I would offer a 

concept of citizen-patients to accurately portray this scenario, which is continuing to evolve 

as more data are gathered and analyzed to elucidate the genetics bases of our human 

condition.   

This is to say that, unlike traditional medical practice, the role that the citizen-patient (or 

human subject in the context of research) plays in the development of therapeutic 

compounds through their contribution of tissue and biological samples, under the auspices 

of research, is co-producing both the advancement of the practice of precision medicine 

and the classification of humans in terms of immediate or eventual susceptibility to 

symptomatic presentation.  Historically, translational science has adhered to the model of 

developing a compound, performing in vitro, in vivo, and human subjects’ research in an 
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effort to translate those technologies into human medical application.  In the realm of 

precision medicine, this ‘bench to bedside’ approach is supplanted by a new paradigm in 

which bioinformatic data are generated from patients (via biospecimens) and novel 

therapeutic compounds are developed based upon the information gathered, then subjected 

to analysis and provided back to patients in the form of pharmaceutical or biological agents. 

This scenario validates patients as both subjects of therapeutic intervention and objects of 

knowledge consumption and the continued evolution of this techno-scientific medical 

revolution is affecting all aspects of the drug life cycle continuum, from laboratory 

discovery to the physician-patient relationship.   

This dissertation was focused on the complex sociotechnical intersection of precision 

medical technologies, regulatory processes, capital structures, methods of governance, and 

patient-consumers. Specifically, how are decisions regarding investment, risk, and 

governance of precision medical technologies deliberated and approved for release into the 

U.S. market and what has been the self-actualizing impact of such technologies on 

regulatory oversight mechanisms, medicalization, capital structures, and patient regimes.  

One of the most salient findings of this research was the destabilization of a historical linear 

process through which drugs and medical devices are developed, researched, reviewed for 

market approval, and implemented into medical practice.  Specifically, the manner in 

which the FDA has, thus far, chosen to consider precision medical technologies for market 

is to prioritize medicalization over pre-market safety and efficacy certitude  in an effort to 

provide patients with access to such treatments without additional delay that would 
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normally occur within the context of Phase III trials designed to provide the FDA with 

extensive safety and efficacy data.  Instead, the FDA has adopted the construct of effect 

size in conjunction with subjective risk tolerance to allow market entry with a host of post-

market medical surveillance requirements.  Such decision-making presents a downstream 

effect for medical practitioners through which, by implementing precision medical 

technologies such as Kymriah and the F1CDx test into their medical practice, they are, in 

fact, assisting with the collection of safety and efficacy data that would have historically 

occurred within the premarket phase of the drug development life cycle.   

This non-linear approach is not limited to regulators and medical practitioners.  As 

mentioned in earlier chapters, pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and medical device 

companies are advancing the practice of precision medicine by positioning patients as 

subjects of intervention and objects of information.  This approach dislodges the traditional 

linear bench-to-bedside process inherent to translational research in that post-market 

medical interventions are increasingly accompanied by specimen collection and processing 

studies for either targeted analyses or future unspecified research.  These actions provide a 

feedback loop to the premarket phase for drug developers, investors, and companies 

through which sequencing outcomes can assist in the further identification of genetic 

variants for which additional novel therapeutics can be developed. 

Methodology for this project involved qualitative methods including the accession and 

analysis of both primary and secondary sources as a means of describing and analyzing 

regulatory, ethical, and scientific policy aspects of the evolving field of precision 
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medicine. Primary sources will include archived regulatory submissions, correspondence, 

documentation of deliberations, press releases, and approval documents.  In addition, 

documentation of interviews with representatives from the FDA, medical practitioners, 

industry representatives, and capital investment firms were included as primary sources.   

 

The central aim of my dissertation was to illuminate, understand and offer novel insight 

into the impacts of precision medical technologies as they relate to the co-production of 

governance structures, the practice of medicine, investment mechanisms, and the resulting 

biosocial, bioconstitutional, and biocapital frameworks through which patients, 

practitioners, regulators, and investors interact with such technologies.  The overarching 

question for this project was summarized as the following:  What assimilations, 

occlusions, or adaptations have been co-produced or occurred secondary to the 

emergence of precision medical technologies with respect to patients, medicalization, 

regulatory processes, and investors (e.g. venture capitalists)?   This is to say that there 

are challenges to the advancement of precision medical products into mainstream medical 

practice and this dissertation highlighted an existing disjunction between precision 

medicine and historical governance, oversight, and medical practice mechanisms.  As a 

result, and as a means of illumination, I used theoretical concepts/frameworks as necessary 

and appropriate to describe the different elements at work in the effort to navigate this 

disjunction to characterize the challenges and ongoing adaptations inherent to the drug and 

medical device development and approval processes. 
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I designed my project around two case studies for precision medical technologies and their 

journeys from pre-market application to post-market approval, Foundation One’s F1CDx 

test and Novartis’ Kymriah (tisagenlecleucel) gene therapy treatment.  Both F1CDx and 

Kymriah, and their approvals by the FDA, represent significant milestones in modern 

medicine and, more specifically, the advancement of precision medical technologies in the 

U.S. market.  In framing my analysis of these products and their sociotechnical 

implications for patients, investors, regulators and the medical community, I sought to 

determine how these products differed from a regulatory perspective due to their de novo 

status and unique characteristics, if at all.  Within this vein, my findings revealed that their 

transition from pre-market application to post-market approval required the co-production 

and adaptation of approaches toward risk analysis and, which differed from traditional non-

molecular therapeutic and diagnostic products.   

 

As I embarked upon this research, I was unsure of the exact outcomes or reports that I 

would receive.  Given my many years spent in the regulatory and ethical aspects of the 

clinical and translational research sector, I had some notions of the types of impacts that 

precision medical technologies may have on cultural artifacts inherent to regulatory 

structures and physician-patient relations, or at least the challenges such technologies and 

their informational baggage could present to regulators and practitioners.  Nonetheless, I 

was surprised at certain times during my research by the candor and matter-of-fact reports 

provided in terms of the impacts of current and ongoing impacts of such technologies.  Key 
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assimilations, adaptations, accommodations, and occlusions occurring within and across 

the various components of the drug development process are as follow: 

 

Capital 

From a capital perspective, precision medicine has introduced an unprecedented 

biocapitalist market driven by genomic data secondary to the sequencing of biospecimens 

collected from patient-consumers, research subjects, and patients.  The information 

resulting from such data are comprised of genetic variants associated with disease, 

representing potential targets for novel compounds vis a vis a patient’s clinical 

presentation.  Both technology transfer and venture capital firms are embracing this 

biocapitalist economy in an effort to gain equity in products that may prove non-inferior to 

current standards of care and offer curative effects to current and future patients.  

Interestingly, the co-production of strategic and tactical policies of technology transfer 

firms and venture capitalists toward this biocapitalist economy diverge in that technology 

transfer firms are accommodating precision medical products into their investment 

portfolios via a stance of error of omission avoidance, whereas venture capital firms are 

more likely to ensure a potential return on investment through promised cost savings by 

established companies, rather than speculative ideas.   In addition, within the precision 

medical arena, technology transfer firms are occluding some of the traditional rigorous 

steps through which they evaluate inventions and novel technologies due to rapid techno-

scientific advancements.   In other words, technology transfer firms recognize their 

inability to keep pace with the rapid advancements in the precision medical innovation 
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arena and are, therefore, likely to invest time and effort based upon mere speculative value, 

whereas venture capital firms are seeking to maintain financial metrics before opting to 

invest in such technologies. 

 

Industry 

Pharmaceutical companies have also incurred significant impacts at the hands of precision 

medical advancements, some of which have invoked the need to alter or divest of certain 

aspects of their historical business models.  More specifically, pharmaceutical companies 

are assimilating precision medical products into their product portfolios by placing 

increased emphasis on the collection and analysis of biological specimens from research 

subjects, such as those participating in clinical trials, in order to perform genomic 

sequencing and analysis with a goal of delineating genetic variants associated with a given 

disease.  Similar to capital investment firms, this scenario represents a strategic decision to 

embrace a biocapital economy fostered by data-driven currency.  In doing so, 

pharmaceutical manufacturers are seeking to develop novel targeted therapeutics to 

advance along the drug development life cycle and ultimately submit a New Drug 

Application (NDA) to the FDA for review and marketing approval.  This position, 

however, has not necessarily been an easy one to assimilate by pharmaceutical companies.  

That is, big pharma has historically constructed its industry and success around blockbuster 

drugs designed to treat masses of patients with the same exact drug and dosage.  Precision 

medicine, in contrast, requires that companies re-think this model due to the small number 

of patients for which a given drug can be prescribed.  As such, the emergence of the 
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precision medical biocapital economy has evoked adaptations and occlusions among 

pharmaceutical companies, such as the divesting of non-core business units (e.g. imaging 

operations), in order to save money and focus more on their core business of drug 

development. 

 

Regulatory Oversight and Governance 

U.S. drug regulators and governance structures are also implementing profound 

adaptations and occlusions into their market review processes as a result of precision 

medical advancements.  This is to say that, for the FDA, its architectures of governance, 

speaking specifically of the drug regulatory review and approval process, have historically 

utilized a quantitative-driven model through which applicants (i.e. pharmaceutical 

companies) conduct multiple clinical trials including tens of thousands of patients in order 

to determine whether a metabolic effect can be attributed to their investigational test article.  

While this model has proven effective for traditional medical approaches, it is in direct 

contrast to the individualized treatment goals of precision medicine.  As such, the FDA is 

accommodation precision medical products into their review processes by amending the 

metrics through which products are determined to be approvable for market.  While the 

goal of consumer protections remains the same, their procedural adaptations and occlusions 

are largely due to the fact that the types and volumes of information available to regulators 

for precision medical product marketing applications is not equal to that of traditional 

medical products.  As a result, regulators must adhere to a destandardized bounded 

rationality model to form approval recommendations for precision medical products.  In 
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doing so, the predominant metric that has emerged is effect size, rather than a volume-

driven P-value, to determine whether a metabolic treatment effect can be attributed to the 

applicable test article.  However, efficacy is only one aspect of concern for the regulatory 

community.  They also need to consider safety because, from a bioconstitutionality 

perspective, patients are placed as citizen consumers who are afforded all rights of freedom 

of choice and protections.  Within this framework, the FDA considers challenges of public 

welfare as best addressed by a conservative regulatory approval approach designed to 

gather more information while providing access to the consumer citizen. For precision 

medical products, such as Kymriah, this stance equates to market approval with post-

marketing stipulations, such as Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategies (REMS).  As a 

result, the FDA is engaging in the co-production of advancing precision medicine while 

concurrently migrating toward re-standardization of a process to both protect citizen 

consumers while providing them with access to a service in the form of novel targeted 

therapeutics.  Precision medical products are serving to de-stabilize the previous standards 

and linear nature of product evaluations such that two bioconstitutional imaginaries are 

emerging, that of the above-mentioned consumer citizen and another as a steward of the 

collective public health.  The FDA is able to adopt such positions through the occlusion of 

extensive pre-market safety and efficacy data and certitude via the enactment of post-

approval surveillance mechanisms for precision medical products.  For the FDA, this 

process concurrently limits potential undue risk for patients secondary to limited labeling 

requirements based upon the genetic bases of disease and also presents the FDA with 

opportunities to advance such products to market approval as a means of equipping 
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clinicians and patients with technologically-advanced therapeutics with curative potential.  

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, this approach by the FDA places priority of 

medicalization over validation, in effect creating a reality of precision medical practice 

while seeking to co-produce a re-stabilization of the regulatory review processes. 

 

Medicalization 

For medical practitioners, the practice of medicine is characterized by a social context of 

cognition.  Modern medicine is built upon a dynamic concept of “standards of care”, which 

takes into consideration current knowledge regarding disease, its diagnostic and prognostic 

characteristics, and cultural dynamics inherent to the practice of medicine to provide 

patients with (hopefully) ethical medical advice, prescriptive interventions, and healthcare 

recommendations.  This approach is representative of Fleck’s concept of a “thought 

collective”, through which the emergence and continued galvanization of such an approach 

is both the product of such technological advancement and the mobilization of knowledge 

throughout the medical and patient communities.  From a research perspective, the 

validation of precision medicine and a new taxonomy of disease is only possible through 

the scientific community’s contribution to generalizable knowledge.  For the individual 

investigator, stand-alone discoveries are not considered valid without engagement and 

intellectual exchange with the knowledge base of the collective whole.  It is this exchange 

of ideas and agreement among members of our present-day medical thought collective that 

is allowing precision medicine and its new definition of disease to transition from discovery 

to standard of care.   
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As a result of this process, the individual physician-patient relationship is being 

significantly impacted by the emergence of precision medicine.  This is to say that medical 

practitioners are accommodating and assimilating precision medical products into their 

practice and presenting patients with potentially positive treatment outcomes in a manner 

that was previously un-attainable through the use of traditional medical products.  

However, this dynamic remains limited at this time to certain clinical areas, such as 

oncology, and is most predominant in academic medical settings, rather than community-

level providers.  That being said, for such settings the impact is profound and has directly 

impacted the types of conversations between physicians and their patients, as well as the 

prognoses of medical outcomes.  Precision medical advancements are facilitating a shift 

toward curative outcomes, rather than disease mitigation.  Physicians are beginning to 

identify with a new taxonomy of disease characterized by genetic profiles, rather than 

symptomatic presentation and histological results.  Within this framework, an interesting 

phenomenon is beginning to emerge as a challenge to the standards of care model, in which 

physicians are increasingly confronted with a lack of consensus regarding how to provide 

follow-up treatment once a desired clinical outcome has been achieved.  As an example, 

for an Acute Lymphocytic Leukemia patient, historically-speaking if he or she had reached 

a clinical outcome of metabolic remission, they would oftentimes be prescribed a bone 

marrow transplantation in an effort to provide a “curative” effect.  In the era of precision 

medicine, that outcome is increasingly being achieved through a single treatment via 

therapeutic intervention by products such as Kymriah.  While this outcome is desirable, it 
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leaves the clinician unsure of next steps in the continued care of the patient and there is a 

lack of community consensus whether to refer such patients for a bone marrow transplant 

procedure or to simply take an observational follow-up approach.  This paradigm 

represents an occlusive step on the part of the medical practitioner through the removal of 

traditional follow-up care and disease management strategies.  Undoubtedly, these and 

other issues will be sorted out over time through clinical trial outcome reports at various 

venues such as the ASCO conference, fostering in the co-production of knowledge and 

practice. 

 

Impacts Within and Across the Precision Medicine Development Ecosystem 

Impacts, adaptations, assimilations, and occlusions secondary to advances in precision 

medicine are not only occurring within the individual components of the evolving precision 

medicine development ecosystem, but also occurring within and across the ecological 

relations and interactions of member components of the ecosystem itself.  The most salient 

of these findings were in the regulatory oversight and medicalization areas.   

 

From a regulatory perspective, the re-prioritization of regulatory review and approval 

processes from extensive and certitude-based pre-market safety and efficacy data to rapid 

market entry and medicalization of precision medical products represents an occlusion of 

historical standards and processes.  This is to say that, for precision medical products, the 

accommodation of such technologies via the development and introduction of novel 

metrics, such as effect size, and review outcomes such as those invoked for F1CDx and 
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Kymriah, allowing their market entry while concurrently requiring post-market 

surveillance places patient access ahead of public safety.  This position diverges from the 

historical role of the FDA as a steward of public health and safety, through which they 

sought to protect patients and the public from dangerous products, such as Thalidomide, 

which was prevented market entry in the U.S. due to its potential for serious adverse events.  

The occlusion of this role in lieu of expeditious market entry for precision medical 

products, if continued, may represent undue risk for patients and render healthcare 

organizations liable in the event of litigation secondary to serious adverse events or death 

following treatment with a precision medical product.  In other words, by expediting the 

market approval of precision medical products the FDA is, in effect, transferring safety 

responsibility and liability to healthcare organizations by diverging from the traditional 

linear process of extensive and certitude-based safety and efficacy analysis prior to market 

entry.  The current approach destabilizes this process and re-characterizes the FDA from a 

protector of public safety to a formal pass-through mechanism which concurrently provides 

patient access to novel treatments and re-allocates risk assumption and potential liability 

to healthcare organizations. 

 

In addition, macro-level occlusions are occurring within the area of potential improvements 

to the healthcare system in the United States.  Specifically, the U.S. healthcare system is 

characterized by both exceptional medical care in elite academic medical organizations and 

a lack of effective and affordable healthcare in rural and financially challenged 

communities.  Precision medical products carry the potential to facilitate safe and effective 
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healthcare policies, provide effective and cost-efficient care to all patients due to the 

accuracy of their diagnostics and the known outcomes for specific patient populations.  

However, such treatment options remain largely limited to academic medical settings in 

America’s urban centers, perpetuating the healthcare gap in the United States.  From a 

policy perspective, it is concerning to note that products with such vast clinical potential 

are being limited in terms of their equitable distribution to certain patients with specialized 

treatment centers.  Such a paradigm requires that citizen patients adapt to the policies and 

practices of the current and evolving precision medicine development ecosystem in order 

to gain access to novel targeted therapeutics, rather than adapting the ecosystem in response 

to societal healthcare needs.  Until such time that the precision medicine regulatory and 

medicalization complex is able to use such technologies to address such disparities at the 

societal level, the actual value of such products for the public will remain in the realm of 

speculation. 

Considering that the ecological relations of the various components of the precision 

medical ecosystem are being altered and impacted by the emergence and continued 

evolution of precision medical products, it is important to identify and understand their 

dynamics of unification.  That is, what common factors or interests are characteristic of 

each component such that they continue to concurrently advance precision medical 

products from development to market?  Within this framework, my research revealed that 

there are two primary narratives concerning unifying variables for the individual 

components of the precision medicine development ecosystem, public policy and 

speculative value.     
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As mentioned in Chapter 3, from a public policy perspective, the development of strategic, 

tactical, and policy-related doctrine are helping to facilitate the advancement of precision 

medicine.  In doing so, such policy are also serving as unifying factors for the components 

of the precision medicine development ecosystem.  Specifically, the 2011 FDA strategic 

plan entitled Advancing Regulatory Science at FDA included provisions for stimulating 

innovation in clinical evaluations and precision medicine and others to ensure the FDA’s 

readiness to evaluate innovative emerging technologies (FDA, 2011).  This was followed 

by the October 2013 FDA publication entitled Paving the Way for Precision Medicine – 

FDA’s Role in a New Era of Medical Product Development (FDA, 2013).  In the report, 

the FDA stated their “responsibility for ensuring that drugs, devices, and biologics are safe 

and effective provides the agency with a unique perspective on both the successes and 

failures that occur in medical product development and special insight into the emergence 

and direction of the field of precision medicine” (FDA, 2013, p. 11).   That same year, the 

FDA released a report entitled Paving the Way for Precision Medicine-FDA’s Role in a 

New Era of Medical Product Development, which sought to shed light on the concept of 

precision medicine.  In the report, the FDA stated that “what is new is that paradigmatic 

developments in science and technology offer new promise for developing targeted 

therapeutics and tools for predicting who will respond to a medical therapy or who will 

suffer ill effects” (2013, p. 4).  Further, in August 2014, the National Institutes of Health 

(NIH) released its Genomic Data Sharing Policy that required all federal funding grant 

applications submitted for the January 25, 2015 deadline and thereafter, that were intended 

to generate large-scale human or non-human genomic data (as well as the use of these data 
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for subsequent research), to include a plan for sharing of those data via approved digital 

repositories accessible to the scientific community (NIH, 2014).  Lastly, in 2015 the NIH 

developed the PMI Cohort Program (PMI-CP) to develop a plan for public engagement 

through the genomic sequencing of at least one million participants over four years to 

facilitate the analysis of the genetic profiles of the most challenging diseases of our time 

(NIH, 2015).   

The second narrative concerning unifying factors for the components of the precision 

medicine development ecosystem is speculative value.  According to Faulkner, et al, 

“There is a need for concerted effort in defining and applying a relevant and consistent 

value assessment approach to precision medicine” (2020, p. 537).  This is to say that much 

of the momentum associated with the continued advances in precision medicine are driven 

by speculative value.  However, the exact nature of such speculative value can differ from 

one stakeholder to another.   

For capital investors, the speculative value of precision medical products represents 

opportunities to align investment decisions with specific downstream patient populations 

with greater certitude that traditional medical products.  As a result, investment strategies 

can benefit from potential financial risk mitigation, minimizing financial loss as a result of 

more precise forecasting models for medical products seeking market entry in the United 

States.  Pharmaceutical, medical device, and biotechnology companies identify speculative 

value as the “ability to identify certain patients as candidates for/better responders to certain 

therapeutic applications based on genetic or other biomarker status, the ability to enable 
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stronger outcomes in patient subsets based on patient genetics or other biomarker status, 

and improved potential ability to gain acceptance versus broader population strategies with 

more dilute outcomes” (Faulkner, et al, 2020, p. 532).  From a regulatory perspective, 

precision medicine carries speculative value in its ability to provide patients and the public 

with greater certainty of outcomes for a known subset of patients, provide practitioners 

with a value of knowing clinical specifics associated with rare diseases, and providing 

practitioners with improved decision-making for their patients.  Similar to regulators, 

medical practitioners associate value in precision medical products in their ability to 

improve patient outcomes, accurate diagnostics, and apply greater certainty in their medical 

decision-making for patient care and management. 

On the surface, these narratives seem reasonable as unifying factors driving continued 

development and advances in precision medicine.  However, my findings regarding the 

implications of precision medical products at both the individual component and broader 

precision medical ecosystem levels reveal the characterization of the narratives of public 

policy and speculative value as the unifying and driving factors of the advancement of 

precision medicine as merely aspirational, rather than actual.   Within this framework, I 

would like to draw the reader’s attention to what I believe are the actual drivers and 

unifying factors to accurately reflecting the current state of precision medicine investment, 

strategy, governance, and medicalization. 

According to Marks, “throughout the twentieth century, therapeutic reformers have worked 

toward a common end: ensuring that physicians’ therapeutic practices are governed by 
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science and not by the “idols of the marketplace” or vagaries of clinical opinion” (1997, p. 

230).  Contextually speaking, while the spirit reflected in Marks’ statement is omnipresent 

within and across the precision medicine development ecosystem, the application of such 

spirit, in my opinion, falls short of actualization for precision medicine in its current form.  

Specifically, my findings revealed that investors are currently ill-equipped to evaluate such 

technologies from a scientific-driven perspective and are, rather, haphazardly seeking to 

advance early-stage diagnostics and therapeutics with the hope that downstream clinical 

utility can validate their errors of omission advancement strategy.  Similarly, 

pharmaceutical, medical device, and biotechnology companies are yet to approach 

compound development with a degree of certitude and standardization.  Rather, through 

the overt collection of biospecimens from patient donors, companies aspire to delineate 

patterns of novel variants associated with disease and seeking to develop novel therapeutics 

or retrofit existing compounds to target such variants, with the hope of delineating clinical 

utility at a level that would justify market entry.  Regulators have occluded historical 

practices of pre-market extensive and certitude-based safety and efficacy analyses in lieu 

of exploratory governance practices characterized by the creation and adoption of ad hoc 

clinical metrics as a medium through which they are able to rationalize market approval 

for precision medical compounds vis-à-vis profound risk to patients in some instances.  

Further, medical practitioners are engaging in what amounts to experimental 

medicalization through the navigation of post-market surveillance requirements and a 

current lack of comprehensive knowledge regarding how to implement and manage 

precision medical therapeutics into standards of care and clinical practice.  None of these 
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scenarios, in my opinion, speak to the current realization of the speculative value assigned 

to precision medicine and the existence of public policy doctrine are not yielding the field 

of precision medicine as proficient or optimized in any way commensurate with its 

aspirational envisioned manifestation. 

Despite all of these challenges, precision medicine continues to advance as an emerging 

practice.  This is, in my opinion, the direct result of what I believe to be the actual current 

driving and unifying factors within and across the precision medicine development 

ecosystem, early-stage end user engagement, regulatory invocation, and early 

uptake/adoption of precision medical products.   

In terms of early-stage end user engagement, clinicians are not merely downstream 

recipients of precision medical technologies they can offer to patients as advanced 

diagnostic or targeted therapeutic options.  Rather, practitioners and patients are being 

engaged at the pre-clinical and clinical testing stages, which are operationalized through 

the collection of biospecimens that directly lead to advances in knowledge development of 

genetic variant identification and the oversight of clinical trials through which the clinical 

utility of novel therapeutics is validated, makes the medical community an active player in 

the advancement of precision medicine as an emerging medical practice.    

Complimentary to the engagement of end users in the pre-clinical and clinical testing 

stages, the FDA is, in-fact, creating a precision medical market through its adaptive 

regulatory review and approval processes.  As mentioned, much of this is being conducted 
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through the lessening or lowering of pre-market safety and efficacy evaluation thresholds 

in order to advance products to market for patients and practitioners. 

In a similar vein and, from an early uptake/adoption perspective, the stance taken by the 

FDA to prioritize medicalization of precision medical products, rather than prolong 

extensive pre-market safety and efficacy data collection, has led to the successful treatment 

with curative outcomes for patients with products such as Kymriah.  As a result, these 

outcomes transcend the speculative value assigned to precision medicine though the actual 

demonstrated efficacy of such products in a clinical setting.    

By engaging medical practitioners and patients into earlier stages of the development 

process, they become part of the precision medical development process itself and directly 

contribute to its advancement as a field and, as a result, they themselves become active 

stakeholders in the furtherance of precision medicine itself.  It is my opinion that this 

paradigm will continue to unify the components of the precision medical ecosystem and 

drive precision medicine forward through the co-production of knowledge and process 

development, and improved clinical outcomes, to the eventual realization of precision 

medicine as a remarkable advancement in American medicine. 

Having revealed all of the above-mentioned findings within my research, I would like to 

leave the reader with an encapsulation of the implications of the aforementioned impacts, 

assimilations, and occlusions occurring within and among the components of the current 

precision medicine development ecosystem, as well as the narratives and unifying factors 

and drivers advancing precision medicine in its current state.  I believe it is appropriate to 
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characterize the individual components of the precision medical ecosystem as actors in a 

network built around an emerging and evolving technology and driven by knowledge 

development and technological innovation.  This network is currently in a state of 

disequilibrium due to the dynamic interactions within each member component, as well as 

the ecological relations between and among the components.  This is to say that precision 

medical products are facilitating a paradigm shift in not only the form(s) of medicine being 

implemented, but also the inputs and processes that bring precision medicine itself into 

fruition.  Findings from this research support my initial assumption that there exists a 

disjunction between precision medicine and historical governance, oversight, and medical 

practice mechanisms.  However, I believe the current state of disequilibrium is temporary 

in nature.  Each of the ecosystem components is committed to the advancement of precision 

medicine based upon their individual definitions of speculative value.  Also, dovetailing 

with the current practices and interactions among member components, there is a 

concurrent knowledge base emerging through which practitioners, investors, regulators, 

and corporations will, over time, learn to proficiently implement and manage precision 

medical technologies within their portfolios, regulatory queues, and medical practices.    In 

doing so, it is my belief that the ecosystem will stabilize and re-standardize itself into a 

state of equilibrium. 
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Limitations 

While the findings from this research are truthful and real, there are some limitations that 

should be acknowledged.  First, my interactions with physician-scientists was limited to a 

single academic medical center.  I do believe the reports and information are generalizable 

to other similar settings, but the scenario likely diverges significantly among rural and 

community-based clinics and healthcare facilities.  This is primarily due to human capital 

and technological resources available within academic medical settings.  This is to say that, 

for the physician-scientist in an academic medical center, they are likely engaged in a 

comprehensive care environment with access to laboratory facilities, informaticians, on-

site pharmacists, clinical and translational research programs, medical school affiliations, 

and a collection of specialized medical personnel from whom to draw upon expertise in the 

treatment planning for patients.  By comparison, rural and community-based healthcare 

facilities are oftentimes limited to a few providers who rely on traditional outsourced 

imaging and laboratory tests.  To effectively adapt to the precision medical era, it is 

incumbent upon practitioners to have access to resources and colleagues in the interest of 

knowledge development that is translatable to the physician-patient relationship.   

 

Another limitation is that my findings are limited to a moment in time in the continued 

advancement of precision medicine.  It is likely that regulators will, over time, develop 

evaluation standards and clinicians will be better educated as part of their medical school 

and residency programs to implement precision medicine into their practice.  This 

limitation supports the position that both knowledge and practice are being concurrently 
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co-produced at such a rate that any specific impacts, assimilations, adaptations, and 

occlusions are momentary in nature. 

 

Closure 

I opened this dissertation with a reference to the oil boom that started at Spindletop Hill 

outside of Beaumont, Texas in the early 1900’s.  Much time has passed since that seminal 

event in the energy industry.  The original geyser site is now merely a roadside destination 

and museum dedicated to an earlier time (see Figure 4).   

 

Figure 4:  Spindletop Museum 
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The era of precision medicine that was famously ushered in by President Clinton and Dr. 

Collins in 2000 will, in my opinion, serve as a similar seminal moment for the practice of 

medicine in the U.S.  Drug regulators, pharmaceutical companies, investors, and medical 

practitioners are acutely aware that they are navigating an inflection point in the history of 

medicine and knowledge of the human condition, including the understanding and 

confrontation of the most prevalent diseases of our time.  In my opinion, the continued 

emphasis on the advancement of precision medicine by medical practitioners, federal 

regulators, and capital investors is tantamount to our ability to realize the vast espoused 

potential of precision medicine.  In a similar vein, regulatory bodies need to apply 

continued and steady pressure on the advancement and re-standardization of the regulatory 

science field so that regulatory specialists are not incessantly seeking to keep up with 

technological advancement.  Ethically-speaking, much attention has been placed upon the 

risk associated with breaches in confidentiality and risks associated with the sharing of 

genetic information that may or may not hold any clinical utility for a patient and their 

family.  I believe the NIH Office of Human Research Protections and Institutional Review 

Boards should embrace ethics-based research and exploratory governance initiatives with 

a goal of protecting citizen-patients while facilitating a service to the same individuals in 

their role of citizen consumer.   

 

If these measures are taken and embraced at a level commensurate with the speculative 

value applied to the field of precision medicine, it is then that the true and long-lasting 
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impacts, assimilations, and adaptations of this exciting era of medicine and human health 

can be fully realized. 
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